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Abstract

Y family polymerases are a family of DNA polymerases that carry out replication of damaged DNA in a process known as translesion synthesis (TLS) when normal polymerases cannot bypass the damaged base. TLS occurs in two distinct steps: the insertion of a nucleotide opposite the lesion, which can be correct or mutagenic, and the extension step, where 3-6 nucleotides (TLS patch) are added downstream from the lesion so that the normal replicative polymerase can then continue DNA replication. This extension step may be more essential to cell survival than the insertion step. This dissertation presents a comprehensive study to understand the basis of specificity of Y family DNA polymerases, analyzing both the amino acid residues of the DNA polymerases as well as using modified DNA constructs.

Using computational prediction methods THEMATICS and POOL developed at Northeastern, we have identified amino acid residues in DinB that are distant from the active site that are predicted to contribute to activity. Mutation of these amino acids have varying effects, from complete loss of activity to a reduction in the efficiency of incorporating dCTP opposite DinB’s cognate lesion $N^2$-furfuryl-dG. The inactive DinB variants were found to bind to damaged DNA as well as wild-type DinB does, indicating that the loss of activity is due to a defect in catalytic activity rather than substrate binding. Most striking is that those variants that were active were specifically defective for the essential extension step of TLS.

The DinB subfamily, which includes polymerase IV (DinB) from *E. coli*, Dpo4 from *S. solfataricus* and mammalian DNA polymerase kappa, are specialized to copy bases that are modified on the minor groove side of DNA such as the $N^2$ position on guanosine.
They are less efficient at replicating beyond DNA adducts that lie on the major groove side of DNA. DinB is unable to copy DNA containing the bulky cytosine analog tC (1,3-diaza-2-oxo-phenothiazine), even though the A-family DNA polymerase Klenow fragment is proficient at copying DNA that contains tC. However, DinB will utilize the triphosphate version of tC to incorporate it onto the growing primer strand and extend from it by inserting the next base. Other major groove DNA adducts such as $N^6$-furfuryl-dA and etheno-dA are not readily bypassed by the DinB subfamily of polymerases. All three polymerases remain faithful in addition of dTTP from $N^6$-furfuryl-dA. DinB extension is completely blocked by etheno-dA. Polymerase kappa and Dpo4 show weak extension on templates containing etheno-dA at the 60 minute time point, however, there is no observable dTTP addition opposite etheno-dA. We have identified a variant of DinB, R35A, that performs TLS on templates containing $N^6$-furfuryl-dA but not etheno-dA. This is an intriguing development in the study of Y family polymerases and their inherent function and specificity.
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Chapter 1: Background

1.1 Introduction

Since the structure of DNA was determined (Franklin 1953; Watson 1953), biochemists have sought more detailed ways to study DNA and the proteins that interact with it (Kornberg 1957; Kleppe 1971), notably the DNA polymerases that carry out the job of copying the molecule of life. DNA polymerases generally adopt a right-hand fold, in which the thumb and fingers bind DNA and nucleotide (Figure 1.1) (Patel 2001; Federley 2010). DNA polymerases add nucleotides to the growing DNA strand via nucleophilic attack of the free 3’ hydroxyl group of the DNA primer on the alpha phosphate of the incoming deoxynucleotide with release of pyrophosphate.
Figure 1.1 Comparison of the overall folds of (a) a replicative DNA polymerase, *Bacillus stearothermophilus* DNA pol I (Johnson 2003) and (b) a Y-family DNA polymerase, *Sulfolobus solfataricus* Dpo4 (Ling 2001). The respective thumb domains are shown in green, palm domains are in red, and fingers domains are in blue. The little finger domain unique to the Y family DNA polymerases is in purple (Ling 2001). The “vestigial” exonuclease domain of *Bs* pol I has been omitted for clarity (Kiefer 1997) (c) Polymerase catalyzed DNA replication (phosphoryl transfer) reaction. Polymerization of DNA occurs at a free 3’ hydroxyl group of the deoxyribose. Polymerases use a divalent magnesium ion (Me\(^{2+}\)) to coordinate the negative charges of both the phosphate groups and the aspartic acid or glutamic acid in the active site of the polymerase (Berdis 2009).

DNA polymerase active site residues, which are usually glutamate or aspartate and are located in the palm domain, coordinate divalent magnesium ions that serve to activate the 3’OH nucleophile (Figure 1.1) (Adler 1958; Bessman 1958; Kornberg 1958; Lehman 1958; Burgers 1979). The catalytic cycle is generally accompanied by conformational changes in the fingers domain. In replicating DNA, DNA polymerases have to be able to
form all four base pair combinations specifically and efficiently in order to maintain the integrity of the genome (Figure 1.2); however, when replication errors occur, the mismatched bases can be removed by the exonucleolytic proofreading function of DNA polymerases (Berdis 2009). Replicative DNA polymerases possess an exonuclease domain that may be part of the same or a separate polypeptide that utilizes a metal-dependent mechanism to excise mismatched bases (Berdis 2009; Reha-Krantz 2010). The proofreading process involves translocation of the primer terminus from the polymerase active site to the exonuclease active site; after the phosphodiester bond is hydrolyzed to remove the mismatched base, the primer strand re-anneals to the template so that polymerization can continue (Lee 2010; Reha-Krantz 2010). Replication errors that escape proofreading can be repaired by the mismatch repair system (Friedberg 2006).

Based on sequence conservation, DNA polymerases are divided into A, B, C, D, X, and Y families. The A and B family DNA polymerases can be involved in replication or repair, whereas members of the C family are involved in DNA replication (Rothwell 2005). X family DNA polymerases are involved in repair and Y family DNA polymerases are specialized for copying damaged DNA (Rothwell 2005) in a process known as translesion synthesis (TLS). In general, replicative DNA polymerases cannot
copy damaged DNA; rather, a specialized TLS polymerase must be recruited to extend
primers a sufficient distance past distortions in DNA templates to allow replicative DNA
polymerases to recover synthesis (Fuchs 2004; Fujii 2004; Pages 2005; Jarosz 2009).
DNA replication past damage or unusual DNA structures requires the ability to both
insert a nucleotide opposite a modification in the template as well as to extend the newly-
genenerated primer beyond that position.

Translesion synthesis (TLS) was first postulated almost forty years ago (Radman
1975). It was observed that DNA damage induced the *E. coli* SOS response, which is
accompanied by mutagenesis of the DNA (Radman 1975). Originally DNA damage-
induced mutagenesis was thought to result from the modification of replicative DNA
polymerases, which allowed them to bypass DNA damage, albeit sometimes
mutagenically (Woodgate 1989). However it was later discovered that the UmuC/UmuD′
complex (UmuD′2C, pol V) and DinB (pol IV) are Y family DNA polymerases that have
the specialized ability to carry out potentially mutagenic TLS (Yang 2005).

Y family DNA polymerases (Ohmori 2001) are found throughout all domains of
life; they have five conserved sequence motifs but the overall size of the proteins can
vary considerably (Figure 1.3) (Ohmori 1995; Ohmori 2001; Boudsocq 2002; Friedberg
2006; Yang 2007; Pata 2010).
In addition to bacterial pol IV and pol V, the eukaryotic members of the family include Rev1, pol eta, pol kappa, and pol iota (Ohmori 2001). Y family polymerases possess a domain known as the ‘little finger’ domain found only in the Y family (Ling 2001). The Y family polymerases are characterized by small finger and thumb domains relative to replicative DNA polymerases, which result in an open, solvent-accessible active site in the palm domain of Y family members (Yang 2005; Chandani 2010). The active site of replicative polymerases contains an ‘O-helix’, the role of which is to act as a steric check on fidelity and allow only a correct base pair to be formed (Kaushik 1996; Ogawa 2001; Beard 2003). Y family polymerases lack the O-helix, contributing to their more open and flexible active sites and allowing them to accommodate lesions on the DNA template (Ling 2001; Jarosz 2007). The available crystal structures of Y family DNA polymerases (Pata 2010) tend to support the model of an open active site, as seen in the structure of *Sulfolobus solfataricus* Dpo4 in complex with DNA containing a thymine-thymine (T-T) cyclobutane pyrimidine dimer (Ling 2003). This structure demonstrates that both thymines are accommodated in the active site simultaneously (Ling 2003). Structures of other Y family DNA polymerases with or without DNA also generally show that these proteins have small finger domains and open, solvent-accessible active sites, suggesting a
structural basis both for their ability to accommodate DNA lesions and for their low fidelity when copying undamaged DNA (Ling 2001; Silvian 2001; Zhou 2001; Yang 2005; Chandani 2010; Pata 2010).

1.2 Transcriptional and Post-Translational Regulation

In *E. coli*, the expression of Y family polymerases along with other genes is induced via the SOS response to damaged DNA. This cellular response was named the SOS response by Miroslav Radman because there is a “danger signal which induces SOS repair” (Radman 1974). Evelyn Witkin suggested that there is a pathway in *E. coli* that is controlled by a repressor whose function is inactivated when DNA damage occurs and that again becomes activated as a repressor once the repair of DNA damage is complete (Witkin 1967). This repressor was discovered to be the LexA protein, the repressor of the SOS genes. The SOS response is initiated when a lesion in the DNA template prevents replicative polymerases from continuing with efficient replication, causing a region of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) to develop (Figure 1.4).
Figure 1.4 DNA damaging agents lead to the formation of lesions in DNA that disrupt replication and induce the SOS response. Single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) develops and becomes coated with RecA creating a RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament, which signals the initiation of the SOS response. At least 57 genes are regulated by the LexA repressor, which represses the SOS genes by binding to consensus sequences (“SOS boxes”) in the promoter regions. LexA cleaves itself upon its interaction with the RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament (Friedberg 2006; Simmons 2008). The cleavage of LexA ablates its repressor function and allows for the expression of the *umuDC* and *dinB* genes, among others. UmuD₂ also undergoes a cleavage reaction facilitated by the RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament to form UmuD'₂, the active form in SOS mutagenesis (Burckhardt 1988; Nohmi 1988; Shinagawa 1988). The dashed line in the UmuD₂ cartoon signifies that the arm is behind the globular domain, as the monomers are related to each other by a C₂ axis of symmetry. Both UmuD'₂C (pol V) and DinB (pol IV) perform translesion synthesis (TLS) to bypass DNA adducts. It should be noted that it is not yet known exactly how UmuC and UmuD'₂ interact and the cartoon merely indicates that they form a complex.

RecA is activated upon binding to ssDNA, forming a RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament (Friedberg 2006). LexA then binds the RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament, inducing LexA to cleave itself at its Ala⁸⁴-Gly⁸⁵ bond, approximately in the middle of the protein (Horii 1981). Once LexA is cleaved it no longer represses the SOS genes,
allowing at least 57 genes, including *umuC*, *umuD*, and *dinB*, to be expressed during the SOS response (Friedberg 2006; Simmons 2008).

The *umuD* gene products contribute an additional level of regulation of Y family DNA polymerases in *E. coli* (Friedberg 2006). Upon expression, UmuD₂ binds to the RecA/ssDNA nucleoprotein filament, stimulating the ability of UmuD to cleave itself at its Cys⁺²⁴-Gly⁺²⁵ bond and removing its N-terminal 24-amino acids to form UmuD'₂ by a mechanism similar to that of LexA (Burckhardt 1988; Nohmi 1988; Shinagawa 1988). The full-length UmuD₂ protein persists for approximately 20-40 min after expression is induced, after which time the cleaved form UmuD'₂ becomes the predominant form (Figure 1.4) (Opperman 1999). Full-length UmuD₂ and cleaved UmuD'₂ play distinct roles in the cellular response to DNA damage; UmuD₂ contributes to accurate DNA replication and repair while UmuD'₂ facilitates mutagenesis (Marsh 1985; Opperman 1999; Reuven 1999; Tang 1999; Sutton 2001; Godoy 2007; Ollivierre 2010). Therefore, this lag in the appearance of UmuD'₂ delays the use of a potentially mutagenic pathway, in part via direct interactions between the *umuD* gene products and Y family DNA polymerases.

### 1.3 DNA Polymerase IV: DinB

DinB is one of two Y family polymerases found in *E. coli* (Reuven 1999; Tang 1999; Sutton 2001). The *dinB* (*damage-inducible*) gene was identified as being induced upon treatment with DNA damaging agents (Kenyon 1980; Ohmori 1995). Subsequently, the *dinB* gene product was demonstrated to be a DNA-dependent DNA polymerase (Wagner 1999). DinB was also shown to possess the ability to accommodate misaligned
or bulged primer-template structures into its active site and to lack intrinsic 3′-5′
exonuclease proofreading activity (Wagner 1999).

DinB is expressed at a level of approximately 250 molecules per cell under non-
SOS induced conditions (Kim 2001). However, this number increases 10-fold after SOS
induction; therefore DinB is the most abundant DNA polymerase in *E. coli* during times
of cellular stress (Kim 2001). This level of upregulation of DinB leads to inhibition of Pol
III, decreasing the ability of Pol III to access DNA and ultimately leading to cell death
(Furukohri 2008; Uchida 2008).

A phenomenon known as adaptive mutagenesis involves *dinB*-dependent
increased mutability in starving, non-dividing cells (McKenzie 2001; Tompkins 2003). It
has been suggested that adaptive mutagenesis provides mutations that confer a selective
advantage in times of cellular stress (Foster 2007). DinB induction occurs late in
stationary phase and the higher levels may be maintained for at least several days with
maximum expression and mutagenesis occurring in cells that have active RNA
polymerase sigma factor (RpoS) (Layton 2003; Lombardo 2004). Adaptive mutagenesis
is a cellular starvation stress response system, which is partially distinct from the SOS
response. Notably, of the SOS genes, only DinB at elevated levels is required for stress-
induced mutagenesis (Galhardo 2009), although the exact molecular mechanism of
adaptive mutagenesis may not be entirely clear (McKenzie 2003; Slechta 2003; Hersh
2004). The GroE heat shock response chaperone system has also been shown to influence
DinB protein levels as well as adaptive mutagenesis, although no direct interaction
between GroE and DinB has been detected (Layton 2005).
Classically, expression of the \textit{dinB} gene is repressed by LexA and induced as part of the SOS response (Kenyon 1980; Simmons 2008). However, the \textit{dinB} gene can also be expressed under other conditions of cellular stress. For example, \textit{dinB} expression is induced by β-lactam antibiotic-mediated inhibition of the synthesis of bacterial cell walls independent of LexA (Perez-Capilla 2005). This suggests that transcription of the \textit{dinB} gene can be considered a general stress response mechanism. Increased mutagenesis by DinB, and possibly pol V, may be a contributing factor to antigenic variation or antibiotic resistance (McKenzie 2001; Cirz 2007; Smith 2007; Petrosino 2009).

1.4 Specificity of DinB

DinB displays a preference for certain damaged DNA substrates. For example, DinB possesses a 15-fold preference to insert C opposite $N^2$-furfuryl-dG and a 25-fold preference to extend from $N^2$-furfuryl-dG in comparison to undamaged dG in a DNA template (Figure 1.5) (Jarosz 2006; Jarosz 2009). While the endogenous source of $N^2$-furfuryl-dG has not yet been determined, by analogy to the formation of kinetin ($N^6$-furfuryl-dA), it may be a product of ribose oxidation (Barciszewski 1999). Strains in which \textit{dinB} has been deleted show a striking sensitivity to nitrofurazone and 4-nitroquinoline-1-oxide (4NQO), both of which are thought to form $N^2$-dG adducts, as well as possibly other adducts (Friedberg 2006; Jarosz 2006). DinB also efficiently and accurately bypasses $N^2$-(1-carboxyethyl)-2′-deoxyguanine ($N^2$-CEdG), which was detected in 1 in $10^7$ bases in melanoma cells and is formed as an adduct of methylglyoxal, a common byproduct of glycolysis (Figure 1.5) (Yuan 2008). The presence of DinB significantly increases bypass of the $N^2$-dG adduct of benzo[a]pyrene (B[a]P), a potent carcinogen consisting of a large, bulky polycyclic hydrocarbon (Figure 1.5) (Lenne-
Samuel 2000; Shen 2002; Fuchs 2004; Seo 2006). However, efficient bypass of some isomers of B[a]P also requires pol V, suggesting that even subtle changes in the conformation of adducts can alter how they are processed by DinB (Seo 2006). Acrolein is a potent toxin and has tumor initiating properties, but it is also an endogenous byproduct of fatty acid metabolism (Minko 2008). DinB inserts dCTP across from γ-hydroxypropano-deoxyguanosine (γ-HOPdG), the $N^2$-dG adduct of acrolein, as well as peptide cross-links to γ-HOPdG (Figure 1.5) (Minko 2008). In addition to bypass of DNA-peptide cross-links, DinB is also proficient in bypassing $N^2$-$N^2$-dG interstrand cross-links (Kumari 2008). DinB may have a functional duality as a bypass polymerase for certain metabolism-induced DNA lesions such as γ-HOPdG, $N^2$-CEdG, and $N^2$-furfuryl-dG, and as a general bypass polymerase capable of negotiating larger $N^2$-dG adducts such as benzo[a]pyrene.
Figure 1.5 Adducts of deoxyguanine bypassed by *E. coli* pol IV: \( N^2\)-dG-\( \gamma \)-hydroxypropano-dG (Minko 2008), \( N^2\)-(1-carboxyethyl)-2\'-dG (\( N^2\)-CE-dG) (Yuan 2008), \( N^2\)-furfuryl-dG (Jarosz 2006), \( N^2\)\,+\,[trans, anti]-benzo[a]pyryl-dG (Shen 2002; Fuchs 2004; Seo 2006). Unmodified dG is shown for comparison. The table shows the identity of the nucleotide inserted by pol IV opposite each lesion.

DinB exhibits varying efficiency of bypass of a number of lesions resulting from reactive oxygen species, including 8-oxoG, 2-oxoA, thymine glycol, 5-formyluracil, and 5-hydroxymethyluracil (Hori 2010), and is able to incorporate into DNA the oxidized nucleotides 2-oxo-dATP and 8-oxo-dGTP (Yamada 2006). DinB has been shown to bypass abasic (AP) sites *in vitro* generating either -1 or -2 frameshift mutations (Kobayashi 2002; Maor-Shoshani 2002). The presence of accessory proteins, specifically the beta processivity clamp and the gamma clamp loader, greatly increase the efficiency of bypass (Maor-Shoshani 2002) and decrease frameshift mutagenesis (Kobayashi 2002).
On undamaged DNA, DinB has a relatively high error frequency of $2.1 \times 10^{-4}$ for frameshift mutations and $5.1 \times 10^{-5}$ for base substitution mutations (Kobayashi 2002). The majority of the frameshift mutations are single base deletions (~81%), whereas a substantial number of frameshift mutations are two base deletions (~15%) (Kobayashi 2002). The mechanisms by which the -1 frameshift mutations occur in TLS by DinB is most likely a combination of Streisinger slippage (Streisinger 1966) and dNTP-stabilized misalignment in which a nucleotide downstream from the primer terminus is flipped out of the DNA helix and is skipped by DinB generating a -1 frameshift mutation (Figure 1.6) (Kobayashi 2002; Tippin 2004; Foti 2010).

![Figure 1.6](image)

**Figure 1.6** Mechanisms for the generation of -1 frameshift mutations by *E. coli* pol IV. Pol IV is represented by the crystal structure of Dpo4 (yellow) (Ling 2001), while UmuD₂ and UmuD′₂ are shown in blue. (a) dNTP-stabilized misalignment mechanism (Kobayashi 2002; Tippin 2004) (b). Template slippage mechanism I. Prior to SOS induction, full-length UmuD₂ regulates pol IV to enhance error-free synthesis (top). II. Upon SOS induction, cleaved UmuD′₂ does not bind pol IV and so pol IV is free to generate -1 frameshift mutations via the template slippage mechanism (bottom) (Streisinger 1966; Foti 2010).
The dNTP-mediated mechanism may be at odds however with the recently published mechanism of template slippage on homopolymeric runs by DinB (Foti 2010). This type of slippage, which generates -1 frameshift mutations, is inhibited by UmuD₂ (Figure 1.6) (Foti 2010). Base skipping occurs as the template strand opposite the 5′ terminus folds into the extrahelical space and the next nucleotide on the template strand becomes the base opposite the primer terminus (Kunkel 1988; Bebenek 1990). This mechanism was also observed in similar studies on the DinB ortholog *Sulfolobus acidocaldaricus* Dbh (DeLucia 2007).

### 1.5 DinB Variants

Currently, there is no high-resolution structure of DinB but homology models (Jarosz 2006; Seo 2009) have been constructed based on the crystal structures of other homologous proteins: *Sulfolobus solfataricus* Dpo4 (Ling 2001) and *Sulfolobus acidocaldaricus* Dbh (Silvian 2001). Therefore, interpretation of experiments in which DinB variants have been constructed relies on the use of homology models. Cells containing overexpressed wild-type DinB had have a mutation frequency of 6.8 x 10⁻³ (Wagner 1999), which is approximately 3600-fold greater than cells without overexpressed DinB (Wagner 1999). DinB mutations D8A, D8H, R49A, R49F, D103A, D103N (*dinB003*), and E104A led to between 850- and 3700-fold lower mutation frequencies (Figure 1.7) (Wagner 1999). D103 and E104 reside in the S[LI]DE box whose negatively charged residues in the active site coordinate the divalent magnesium ions needed for adding the incoming nucleotide to the DNA primer (Wagner 1999; Ling 2001). Along with D103 and E104, D8 is strictly conserved (Wagner 1999). R49 is predicted to lie in a loop region that is near the incoming nucleotide.
Figure 1.7 Model of DinB with some important residues highlighted (Jarosz 2006). F13 (brown) is involved in accommodation of the lesion in the active site (Jarosz 2006). D8 (green), D103 and E104 (orange), R49 (purple) each when mutated confer a lower mutation frequency than wild-type DinB (Wagner 1999). D103 and E104 are involved in coordinating the divalent magnesium ion necessary for catalysis (Wagner 1999). Y79 (black) is important in regulating the steric gate residue (Jarosz 2009). Residues 346QLVLGL351 (pink) comprise one of the interaction sites with the beta clamp (Becherel 2002), while 303VWP305 (red) comprise the site of interaction with the dimer interface of the beta clamp (Bunting 2003).

The steric gate is a single residue in DNA polymerases that prevents the incorporation of ribonucleotides into DNA by sterically occluding nucleotides with a 2′ hydroxyl group (Astatke 1998). The steric gate residue of Y family DNA polymerases is most frequently tyrosine or phenylalanine (Jarosz 2006; DeLucia 2007; Shurtleff 2009). Mutation of the steric gate residue F13 in DinB has a marked effect on the ability of DinB to discriminate against ribonucleotides, increasing the frequency of misincorporation from $<10^{-5}$ to $10^{-3}$ (Jarosz 2006). It was hypothesized that the pocket in which F13 resides is involved in the accommodation of a lesion in the active site (Figure 1.7) (Jarosz 2006). The substitution F13V inhibits the ability of DinB to bypass N$_2$-furfuryl-dG, and also slightly enhances the ability of DinB to replicate undamaged DNA (Jarosz 2006).
Near the steric gate residue and conserved among all orthologous DinBs, Y79 is hypothesized to regulate the function of the steric gate residue (Jarosz 2009). Mutations at this position have a modest effect on primer extension on undamaged DNA but prevent DinB from extending more than a few nucleotides beyond a lesion and result in extreme cellular sensitivity to nitrofurazone (Jarosz 2009). Mutation of several other residues that are distal to the active site have been shown to specifically affect the extension step of TLS (Chapter 2) (Walsh 2012). As demonstrated in these studies, single mutations can have a large effect on both the DNA replication and TLS activities of DinB.

1.6 Cellular Interactions of DinB

DinB is regulated through protein-protein interactions with UmuD₂, RecA, and NusA, as well as with the beta clamp (Wagner 2000; Godoy 2007). Addition of RecA and UmuD₂ to a primer extension assay in which there are correctly paired bases at the primer terminus increases the polymerization proficiency of DinB [Godoy 2007]. It appears that the deleterious -1 frameshift mutator activity of DinB is a result of the elevated number of molecules of DinB present in a cell relative to the amount of UmuD₂ present [Godoy 2007]. Indeed, co-upregulation of both UmuD₂ and DinB suppresses the -1 frameshift mutation activity, while -1 frameshift mutations are elevated in the absence of umuD (Figure 1.4) [Godoy 2007]. Modeling studies suggest that RecA and UmuD₂ may suppress the -1 frameshift activity innate to DinB by decreasing the openness of the DinB active site [Godoy 2007]. This regulation may explain the dual nature of the polymerase activity of DinB, which accurately bypasses bulky N²-dG adducts but is also responsible for highly mutagenic -1 frameshift mutations [Brotcorne-Lannoye 1986; Kobayashi 2002; Jarosz 2006]. Deletion of umuD did not affect DinB-dependent
resistance to nitrofurazone, suggesting that the -1 frameshift mutator activity and TLS functions are to some extent distinct [Godoy 2007]. DinB residue F172 is highly conserved in DinB sequences from organisms that also harbor umuD and has been shown to mediate the interaction between DinB and UmuD (Figure 1.7) [Godoy 2007]. DinB also interacts physically with the beta processivity clamp. In the presence of the beta clamp, DinB is recruited to the primer terminus to form a stable complex with DNA, which substantially stimulates its processivity [Napolitano 2000]. The specific residues involved in this protein-protein interaction have been identified as $^{346}\text{QLVLGL}^{351}$ [Becherel 2002; Lenne-Samuel 2002], which is at the C-terminus of DinB (Figure 1.7). The co-crystal structure of the little finger domain of DinB with the beta clamp reveals a second interaction site between the two proteins at DinB residues $^{303}\text{VWP}^{305}$ and near the dimer interface of beta [Bunting 2003]. When the structure of full-length Dpo4 was superimposed on the structure of the DinB little finger, the DNA polymerase did not seem to be in the proper position to access the primer terminus [Bunting 2003]. This suggests that this conformation, while likely not catalytically relevant, may be one way in which the beta processivity clamp facilitates recruitment of DinB to replication forks [Bunting 2003; Wagner 2009]. DinB can remove pol III from the beta clamp when pol III is stalled at a primer terminus in vitro thus inhibiting the continuation of DNA synthesis by the pol III holoenzyme [Furukohri 2008].

Recently, a role for the NusA protein in stress-induced mutagenesis has been found that involves an interaction with DinB. NusA plays an important role in the elongation, termination, and anti-termination phases of transcription [Greenblat 1981; Farnham 1982; Liu 1996]. It was shown that DinB and NusA physically interact with one
another, so it was proposed that NusA recruits DinB to gaps that stall RNA polymerase during transcription [Cohen 2009]. Though the exact location of the interaction has yet to be identified, the C-terminal domain of NusA and surface residues near the \textit{nusA11}^{Ts} mutation are likely sites [Nakamura 1986; Cohen 2009]. Genetic interactions have been observed between \textit{nusA} and both \textit{dinB} and \textit{umuDC}, which may indicate a genetic link between TLS and transcription [Cohen 2009]. Moreover, NusA plays a role in transcription-coupled nucleotide excision repair as well as in recruiting DinB for transcription-coupled TLS of lesions that result in gaps in the DNA template that disrupt RNA polymerase [Cohen, Lewis 2010]. Additionally, NusA has been found to be required for DinB-dependent stress-induced, or adaptive, mutagenesis [Cohen, Walker 2010].

### 1.7 Non-natural Nucleotides as Probes for Polymerases

The genetic code is continuously expanding with new nucleobases designed to suit specific research needs. These synthetic nucleotides are used to study DNA polymerase dynamics and specificity and may even inhibit DNA polymerase activity. The availability of an increasing chemical diversity of nucleotides allows questions of utilization by different DNA polymerases to be addressed. Beyond the utility of non-natural nucleotides as probes of DNA polymerase specificity, such entities can also provide insight into the functions of DNA polymerases when encountering DNA that is damaged by natural agents. Thus, synthetic nucleotides provide insight into how polymerases deal with non-natural nucleotides as well as into the mutagenic potential of non-natural nucleotides.
1.8 Uses of Non-natural Nucleotides

Solid phase nucleic acid synthesis of DNA molecules facilitates the site-specific incorporation of a wide range of chemically modified bases and sugar-phosphate backbones, allowing the roles of specific atoms in DNA function and recognition to be probed. Synthetic non-natural nucleobases are useful for a variety of studies of DNA polymerase function, such as studies of DNA polymerase specificity, mutagenesis, and dynamics, as well as fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) analysis of DNA polymerase interactions with DNA. The study of mutagenesis facilitated by DNA polymerases has attracted increasing interest because replication defects can lead to certain human diseases like the cancer-prone syndrome Xeroderma Pigmentosum-Variant (XPV) (Cordonnier 1999; Bresson 2002) and other diseases (Pages 2002; Loeb 2008; Takata 2011), as well as potentially contribute to antibiotic resistance (Napolitano 2000; Miller 2004). Moreover, specialized damage-bypass DNA polymerases are implicated in conferring cellular tolerance to cancer chemotherapy agents that act via DNA damage, thereby decreasing their effectiveness (Bassett 2004; Albertella 2005a; Albertella 2005b; Chen 2006; Ho 2011).

The four canonical bases vary in their chemical and geometric properties, but the C1’-C1’ distance of the standard Watson-Crick base pairs and the backbone C-O-P-O-C bonds remain constant regardless of the particular base pair (Kool 2002). Expansion of the nucleobase alphabet must take some of these structural considerations into account; usually non-natural bases need to have similar geometries as the natural bases, usually but not necessarily retain some level of hydrogen bonding capabilities, and usually have π
electron systems in order to retain the stability provided by base stacking. Hydrophobicity and base stacking interactions are also important for DNA structure (Kool 2002).

1.9 Synthetic Abasic Sites

Because Y family DNA polymerases are known to copy non-canonical DNA structures, their proficiency at copying synthetic abasic sites has been examined in some detail. The model Y family DNA polymerase *Sulfolobus solfataricus* Dpo4 copies synthetic abasic sites mainly by incorporating dA but also by generating small deletions (Fiala 2007). *E. coli* DinB (DNA pol IV) efficiently copies DNA containing a synthetic abasic site, but primarily by generating (-2) deletions (Maor-Shoshani 2003). Even though both *E. coli* Y family DNA polymerases can copy DNA containing abasic sites, Pol V is used to bypass abasic sites *in vivo*, probably because base substitutions are generally less harmful than frameshift mutations (Maor-Shoshani 2003). Human DNA pol eta copies abasic sites by incorporating predominantly dA but also dG (Masutani 2000; Kokoska 2003), whereas human pol kappa incorporates predominantly dA but also generates one nucleotide deletions (Zhang 2000; Sherrer 2011). Y-family member Rev1 from yeast incorporates dC opposite abasic sites, which have been suggested to be the cognate lesion of Rev1 (Otsuka 2002; Kim 2011; Pryor 2011). Due to the complicated responses of even the relatively forgiving Y family DNA polymerases to the synthetic model abasic site, it has been demonstrated that multiple DNA polymerases may be used to bypass DNA damage efficiently while minimizing mutations (Johnson 2000; Shachar 2009).
1.10 Minimal Requirements for Polymerization and Base Size Tolerance

Y family DNA polymerases are able to copy DNA containing non-canonical structures ranging from abasic sites to bulky DNA adducts (Washington 2003; Yang 2003; Jarosz 2007; Yang 2007; Waters 2009; Walsh 2011). Therefore, it was of interest to determine the minimal features of DNA required for replication. Short (three or 12) chains of methylene (CH$_2$) residues in the middle of canonical DNA templates were used to probe tolerance for minimal DNA backbones. *E. coli* pols I, II, and III were unable to replicate either DNA structure. On the other hand, both pols IV and V could replicate the three- or 12-methylene linker-containing DNA *in vitro*, although in an analogous situation to abasic sites, only pol V is observed to replicate these unusual structures *in vivo* (Maor-Shoshani 2003). Human DNA polymerases showed more subtle differences, in that pols eta, kappa, and iota could replicate a three-methylene linker by inserting nucleotides opposite the non-instructional segment, but only pols eta and kappa could fully bypass the modified gap (Adar 2006). Pols eta and iota could insert nucleotides opposite the 12-methylene linker, whereas pol kappa had little to no activity, and none of these three polymerases could completely bypass the 12-methylene linker (Adar 2006). Clearly, at least some Y family DNA polymerases are capable of replicating non-DNA segments.

In order to probe the size tolerance for bases in the active site, a series of dG analogs with increasingly large substituents at the $N^2$ position in the minor groove were constructed and used as the template base with a range of DNA polymerases. The $N^2$ modifications included methyl, ethyl, isobutyl, benzyl, CH$_2$-napthyl, CH$_2$-anthracenyl, and, in some cases, CH$_2$-benzo[a]pyrenyl derivatives (Choi 2004; Choi 2005; Choi
Bacteriophage T7 DNA polymerase (exonuclease) and HIV-1 reverse transcriptase are both able to bypass the $N^2$-methyl derivative efficiently, although significantly less efficiently than unmodified DNA, but are not able to bypass any of the larger adducts (Choi 2004). Moreover, even the methyl substituent caused a high frequency of misincorporation (Choi 2004). On the other hand, each of the human Y family DNA polymerases is more tolerant of the size-expanded bases (Choi 2005; Choi 2006a; Choi 2006c; Choi 2006d; Choi 2008). Rev1 is the most tolerant of $N^2$-dG-substitutions, followed by pol iota and pol kappa, whereas pol eta is the least tolerant, showing a decrease in activity of approximately two orders of magnitude between the CH$_2$-napthyl and CH$_2$-anthracenyl substituents (Choi 2008). A similar analysis of $O^6$-substituted bases showed that only Rev1 and pol iota could tolerate size-expanded substituents up to the benzyl substitution, but pol eta and pol kappa showed decreased activity even with an $O^6$-methyl substitution (Choi 2006b; Choi 2008). The use of a series of well-defined synthetic base modifications provides insights into the steric constraints of DNA polymerase active sites and allows detailed comparisons to be made between replicative and damage-bypass polymerases.

### 1.11 Fluorescent Nucleotide Analogs

The most common fluorescent base analog in use today is 2-aminopurine (2AP), which can form hydrogen bonds and base pair with either of the pyrimidines thymine or cytosine (Figure 1.8) (Wilhelmsson 2010). A recent crystal structure of DNA containing a 2AP:dC base pair in the active site of the Y567A variant of RB69 DNA polymerase suggests that the 2AP:dC pair may contain a bifurcated hydrogen bond between $N^2$-H of 2AP and N3 and O2 of dC (Reha-Krantz 2010).
In this example, the Y567A active site mutation in the nascent base-pair binding pocket is both less discriminating in the formation of mismatched base pairs and is better able to extend mismatched primer termini (Reha-Krantz 2010). The modified base 2AP is commercially available and has been used to study a number of DNA binding protein interactions including KF (Bloom 1993), EcoRI, DNA methyltransferase (Allan 1996), endonuclease (Lycksell 1987), and uracil DNA glycosolate (Stivers 1999). The fluorescence of this analog is sequence-context dependent, with the most pronounced effect occurring when the base is surrounded by other purines; much like other fluorescent nucleobases its fluorescence is quenched when it is within DNA (Ward 1969). KF has been shown to utilize 2AP and the fluorescence has been used to give insights into the dynamics of this protein as it synthesizes DNA (Bloom 1993; Hochstrasser 1994; Joyce 2008). For example in one FRET experiment with a labeled KF, the mechanism of the fingers closing conformational change was studied (Joyce 2008) and was found to be influenced by the added nucleotide. Specifically, mismatched nucleotides are detected before the polymerase “closes” on the DNA suggesting that the mismatched nucleotide itself may destabilize the “open” polymerase conformation (Joyce
2008). The role in the conformational change of the divalent cation (usually Mg$^{2+}$ or Ca$^{2+}$ but in this case an “exchange inert” Rh(III)) was also probed using 2AP (Lee 2009) and it was found that dNTP binding in the absence of the correct ion can induce the conformational shift (Lee 2009).

Fluorescence spectroscopy with 2AP can be used to study DNA polymerization on a millisecond time scale, and probe single events like nucleotide addition, base pairing interactions and subsequent excision via nuclease activity (Bloom 1993; Hochstrasser 1994). Insertion kinetics have been measured for the monophosphate version of 2AP (dAPMP vs dAMP) and dAPMP is found to be misincorporated at similar rates to the incorporation of the natural triphosphate dATP opposite dT by KF (Bloom 1993). This makes 2AP useful in studying polymerase activity as it is misincorporated about as frequently as dA is incorporated. However, this incorporation is influenced by the sequence surrounding the primer terminus, with double the rate of misincorporation of 2AP triphosphate if the nearest neighbor to the nascent base pair is dG, dC, or dA, as compared to dT (Bloom 1993).

Y family polymerases also have been studied using 2AP. Dbh adds dTTP correctly opposite 2AP in the template strand and binds various DNA substrates containing 2AP with $K_D$ values similar to those of natural DNA substrates (DeLucia 2007). Use of 2AP to monitor conformation changes during the base-skipping phenomenon, which can generate frameshift mutations as seen with Y family polymerases, provides evidence that the misincorporation pathway is distinct from the correct dNTP incorporation process (DeLucia 2007). Fluorescence from 2AP has been
also used to probe the proofreading mechanism by which bases are excised via nuclease activity of phage T4 polymerase (Subuddhi 2008).

The analog 2AP has been used together with the base analog pyrrolo-dC as a FRET pair as the excitation and emission wavelengths of these two nucleotide probes are compatible (Marti 2006), though this pair has not yet been utilized to study DNA polymerases. Pyrrolo-dC alone has been used to study DNA/RNA hybrids (Dash 2004), single-stranded DNA hairpins (Zhang 2009), and base pair flipping (Yang 2008). Two potential drawbacks of using 2AP are the sequence dependence of its fluorescence and that it can perturb the DNA structure or be mutagenic if it forms a wobble pair with dT (Wilhelmsson 2010). A 2AP:dT base pair destabilizes duplex DNA by ~8 °C relative to a dA:dT base pair (Petruska 1985).

1.12 Major Groove Adducts

The synthetic cytosine analog tC was developed first by Mateucci (Lin 1995), but then used as a probe of DNA polymerases by Wilhelmsson and co-workers (Wilhelmsson 2001; Sandin 2007; Stengel 2007). Although it has fluorescent properties, the extrahelical system that lies on the major groove side of DNA was the major driving factor in the research described in Chapter 3. The fluorescence quantum yield of this nucleotide analog, unlike 2AP, is not sensitive to the surrounding environment (Stengel 2007; Sandin 2009). This base also is incorporated into DNA, shows canonical base pairing with guanosine (Figure 1.9), and does not perturb the B-form structure of DNA. In fact, a dG:tC base pair stabilized DNA by 3 °C relative to a dG:dC base pair (Wilhelmsson 2010).
Different DNA polymerases have different efficiencies in utilizing tC in template DNA and in incorporating tC into the growing DNA primer strand. For example, KF utilizes template tC in preference to a template C, as KF apparently has a flexible enough active site to accommodate the extra cyclic ring system. Klenow also preferentially incorporates the tC nucleotide triphosphate in the growing DNA strand. *E. coli* Y-family DNA polymerase DinB (pol IV) (Ohmori 2001), also utilizes the tC nucleotide triphosphate more efficiently than dCTP, similar to Klenow (Walsh 2011). Primer extension by DinB is inhibited unless the primer terminus is at least 3-4 nucleotides beyond the tC analog, which suggests that the “TLS patch” of nucleotides required beyond non-cognate bases for DNA polymerases to resume efficient synthesis is shorter for a Y family DNA polymerase than for replicative polymerases. Moreover, the striking asymmetry of the DinB active site has also been observed in the case of B family DNA polymerases human polymerase alpha and herpes simplex virus I DNA polymerase when probed with non-natural nucleotide analogs (Lund 2011).
1.13 Summary

*E. coli* Y family DNA polymerases play important roles in conferring resistance to DNA damaging agents. The two Y family polymerases present in *E. coli* are proficient for bypassing distinct sets of DNA lesions, which suggests that they play roles complementary to each other in cells faced with DNA damage. The Y family polymerases also regulate DNA replication in response to DNA damage and other replication stress. Because of their role in mutagenesis, the Y family polymerases may be involved in antigenic variation or antibiotic resistance. Thus, understanding both the regulation and the inherent basis of specificity of Y family DNA polymerases is critical. Also, non-natural nucleotides continue to provide an important tool for the study of DNA and its interacting protein partners. In particular, DNA polymerases that are responsible for the systematic replication of DNA, whether accurate or mutagenic, are required to specifically recognize and efficiently base pair with a large number of non-canonical DNA structures. An increasingly expanding genetic alphabet of non-natural nucleobases provides the ability to obtain an unparalleled level of detail about how DNA polymerases discriminate among many different DNA structures.
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Chapter 2: Effects of non-catalytic, distal amino acid residues on activity of E. coli DinB (DNA polymerase IV)

2.1: Introduction

DNA polymerases are generally highly efficient and accurate enzymes that use polymeric DNA as templates to synthesize new DNA. The DNA polymerase active site consists of negatively charged aspartate and glutamate residues that bridge the metal ions (2 Mg$^{2+}$) and position them into the correct orientation to activate and facilitate nucleophilic attack of the primer 3’-hydroxyl group onto the α-phosphate group of the incoming deoxynucleotide triphosphate (Berdis 2009). The metal ions also help stabilize the negative charge that accumulates on both this ternary complex transition state and on the pyrophosphate product of DNA synthesis (Berdis 2009). DNA is constantly subjected to insults from both environmental and endogenous sources (Friedberg 2006). The resulting damaged DNA generally cannot be copied efficiently or accurately by replicative DNA polymerases (Friedberg 2006). Thus, in addition to multiple DNA repair processes, organisms in all domains of life harbor specialized DNA polymerases that can copy damaged DNA in a process known as translesion synthesis (TLS) (Goodman 2002; Friedberg 2005; Prakash 2005; Friedberg 2006; Walsh 2011). Y family DNA polymerases are capable of carrying out TLS, which is an important mechanism of DNA damage tolerance, and also exhibit a relatively high error frequency when copying undamaged DNA. Because of their roles in DNA damage tolerance and in mutagenesis, Y family DNA polymerases are implicated in cancer (Cordonnier 1999; Bresson 2002; Pages 2002; Loeb 2008; Lange 2011), in resistance to DNA-damaging cancer chemotherapy agents (Bassett 2004; Albertella 2005; Chen 2006; Ho 2011), and are
proposed to play a role in antibiotic resistance (Napolitano 2000; Miller 2004; Cirz 2005; Cirz 2006; Cirz 2007). Notably, defects in Y family DNA pol eta can cause the cancer-prone disease Xeroderma Pigmentosum-Variant (XPV) (Kraemer 1985; Johnson 1999; Itoh 2000; Tanioka 2007; Inui 2008; Biertumpfel 2010).

DinB (DNA polymerase IV) is one of two Y family DNA polymerases in *Escherichia coli* (*E. coli*) (Friedberg 2002). DinB incorporates nucleotides across from deoxyguanine adducts at the $N^2$ position, namely carboxyethyl (Yuan 2008), benzo[a]pyrene (Shen 2002), and the furfuryl adduct (Jarosz 2006), with the latter being bypassed preferentially to that of natural dG in the template (Figure 2.1).
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Figure 2.1 Structural comparison of (a) natural deoxyguanosine and (b) $N^2$-furfuryl-deoxyguanosine ($N^2$-f-dG). DinB demonstrates a ~16 fold preference to incorporate dCTP opposite $N^2$-f-dG (Jarosz 2006) and thus $N^2$-f-dG is considered the cognate lesion of DinB.

The $N^2$-furfuryl-dG lesion is thought to arise from nitrofurazone (Jarosz 2006), which was used as an antibiotic in livestock until it was found to leave residue in edible tissues and was suspected of causing tumors in laboratory animals (Smith 1998). However, by analogy to the plant hormone kinetin ($N^6$-furfuryl-dA), the furfuryl moiety could also arise due to oxidation of ribose (Amasino 2005; Barciszewski 2007). Kinetin has also been found in DNA extracted from human cells (Barciszewski 2007) and in human urine.
(Barciszewski 2000). Incorporation of dCTP opposite $N^2$-furfuryl-dG is efficient and accurate for both DinB and its mammalian ortholog Pol κ (Jarosz 2006).

In addition to understanding the range of DNA damage that can be bypassed by DinB, it is of interest to determine how specific amino acids contribute to the specialized ability to bypass DNA damage. There are several important residues that have previously been identified in DinB (Walsh 2011), including the ‘steric gate’ residue (F13), mutation of which eliminates the enhanced ability of DinB to bypass its cognate lesion $N^2$-furfuryl-dG (Jarosz 2006). The steric gate residues found in many DNA polymerases (Astatke 1998; Bonnin 1999; Ogawa 2001; Yang 2002; DeLucia 2003; Shurtleff 2009; Sherrer 2011) including DinB (Jarosz 2006), prevents ribonucleotide incorporation (Patel 2000; Brown 2011). Residue Y79, which is near the steric gate residue and highly conserved in the DinB family, is thought to modulate the function of the steric gate residue (Jarosz 2009). Changing this residue has a profound effect on the ability of DinB to carry out the extension step of TLS, in which the primer is extended sufficiently beyond the lesion so that replicative DNA polymerases can resume replication (Jarosz 2009). This extension step of TLS may be as significant in overall bypass as the addition of a nucleotide opposite the lesion (Fujii 2004). The importance of positions other than the aromatic residues F13 and Y79 has been probed; specifically, mutations at position D8 (D8A, D8H), R49 (R49A, R49F), D103 (D103A, D103N), and E104 (E104A) confer a much lower mutation frequency (ranging from ~850 to ~3600 fold) than wild-type DinB (Wagner 1999). This is expected as D8, D103, and E104 are the highly conserved residues that coordinate the critical divalent cations (Wagner 1999; Ling 2001). In
addition, R49 lies in a loop region that is predicted to be in close proximity to the incoming nucleotide (Walsh 2011).

In order to systematically identify other residues that could contribute to polymerase activity, we applied computational methods to predict the functionally important residues in DinB. Theoretical Microscopic Anomalous Titration Curve Shapes (THEMATICS) uses perturbations in theoretical titration curves of ionizable residues to predict catalytic residues (Ondrechen 2001; Ko 2005; Wei 2007). Partial Order Optimum Likelihood (POOL) (Tong 2009; Somarowthu 2011b) is a monotonicity-constrained maximum likelihood machine learning methodology that incorporates the electrostatic features of THEMATICS as well as other input data, such as surface geometric properties and phylogenetic information, to rank all of the amino acid residues of DinB according to their probability of functional importance. Since there is no known experimentally determined crystal structure available for DinB, these methods were performed with a DinB model, which is based on homology to Dpo4 (Fiala 2007). POOL with THEMATICS and INTREPID (Sankararaman 2009) input features has been verified as a successful predictor of catalytic and binding residues (Tong 2009; Somarowthu 2011b) using the CSA-100 (Bartlett 2002; Porter 2004; Sankararaman 2009), a benchmark dataset of 100 non-homologous enzymes with experimental annotations of functionally important residues. Intriguingly, in addition to residues that immediately surround the substrate, other residues that are more distant from the substrate are often predicted to be important for activity. Such distal residues, although they do not come into direct contact with the substrate, may influence specificity or efficiency, possibly by their contact with those amino acid residues that do contact the substrate. These predictions of participation
in catalysis by distal residues has been verified experimentally for nitrile hydratase (NH) (Brodkin 2011), phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) and ketosteroid isomerase (KSI) (Somarowthu 2011a), We typically define residues in contact with the substrate as first shell, those in contact with the first shell as second shell and those in contact with the second shell as third shell. Certain second-shell residues have been shown to have a profound impact on PGI function, while distal residues contribute little to the activity of KSI (Somarowthu 2011a), as predicted. Therefore, changing residues that are distally located from the active site can impact different enzymes differently. While the residues predicted by THEMATICS/POOL tend to be highly conserved residues, the use of these electrostatics-based methods for the prediction of active residues has distinctive advantages over simple selection of conserved residues. The chief advantage is selectivity (Wei 2007). Residues may be conserved for a variety of reasons and thus not all conserved residues are directly involved in catalysis. The specificity scores achieved by THEMATICS (Wei 2007) and POOL (Tong 2009; Somarowthu 2011b) are substantially higher that those obtained from simple sequence conservation-based methods. Indeed, as was demonstrated in earlier studies of NH (Brodkin 2011) and of KSI and PGI (Somarowthu 2011a), most of the residues predicted by THEMATICS prove to be important for catalysis, whereas negative control residues, i.e. conserved nearby residues that are not predicted by THEMATICS, are shown not to play a significant role in catalytic efficiency.

To our knowledge, systematic characterization of the contributions of remote residues to Y-family DNA polymerase activity has not yet been carried out, although remote residues in DNA pol η are associated with the cancer prone disorder Xeroderma
Pigmentosum-Variant (XPV) (Broughton 2002; Tanioka 2007; Biertumpfel 2010). Moreover, a systematic and thorough analysis of the roles of residues remote from the active site in DNA polymerase β has identified residues that are important for nucleotide selection and template alignment (Yamtich 2010). As one example, a triad of residues Arg333 Glu316 Arg182 in the fingers domain of pol β may disrupt packing of side chains in the hinge region and therefore alter the conformational change required for efficient DNA replication (Murphy 2011). Distal mutations in two separate domains in *Thermus aquaticus* DNA polymerase I can impact its ability to replicate DNA; S543N in the thumb region can hinder template-dependent pausing during replication (Ignatov 1999) and a number of mutations along the O helix (F667L, A661E, I665T) change the mutation spectrum (Suzuki 2000). Because of the large size of the DNA substrate and extensive contacts between DNA polymerases and DNA, it can be difficult to assign rigid definitions of shells. For the purposes of this work, we defined the first shell residues as the residues that are in contact with the incoming nucleotide substrate and the second shell residues as those that are in contact with the first shell residues.

THEMATICS (Ondrechen 2001; Ko 2005; Wei 2007) and POOL (Tong 2009; Somarowthu 2011b) were used to rank all amino acids of DinB in order of their probability of functional importance. Typically, the top 8-10% of the rank-ordered residues are used for functional residue prediction. Of the top 8% we chose to focus on the top ten residues. Among the top ten POOL-predicted residues are seven that are in direct contact with the substrate and three second- or third-shell residues (Table 2.1). The identified residues are H6, D103, E104, D8, K150, K157, Y106, R49, D10, K146 in POOL rank order (Table 2.1). As mutations at D8, R49, D103, and E104 have been
previously characterized (Wagner 1999), we constructed DinB variants that harbor the
single mutations H6L, K150A, K157A, K157I, Y106A, Y106F, D10E, D10N, and
K146A, and assessed the impact on catalytic efficiency of DinB with its cognate lesion
$N^2$-furfuryl-dG. We find a range of contributions of these remote residues to activity,
from modest effects to nearly complete loss of activity. Moreover, we find that these
DinB variants have greatly diminished ability to carry out the extension step of
translesion synthesis.
Table 2.1 Top 8% of POOL predicted residues Residues in bold, italic type are involved in metal coordination. Shaded residues are the top ten of the POOL-predicted residues.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Residue</th>
<th>Shell</th>
<th>Distance from dNTP (Å)</th>
<th>Closest first shell residue</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Consurf Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>HIS</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>12.0</td>
<td>K150</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-0.407</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td>-1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>ASP</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.053</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>LYS</td>
<td>third</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>K150</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td>-1.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>MET</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>98</td>
<td>GLU</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>PRO</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>K157</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>F13</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>CYS</td>
<td>third</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>MET</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>TYR</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>second</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>ARG</td>
<td>remote</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Little finger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>CYS</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>SER</td>
<td>first</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>E104</td>
<td>Palm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2 Materials and Methods

2.2.1 Computational Methods

The DinB structure has not yet been determined, so a homology model was built with DNA and incoming nucleotide bound using the structure of the Dpo4 polymerase from *Sulfolobus solfataricus* with PDB ID 2imw (Fiala 2007) as the template using the homology feature in the YASARA/WHATif suite of programs (Krieger 2002). The model was refined with energy minimization using YAMBER3. The overall Quality Z-score of the final model was calculated to be -1.033 by YASARA. There are no outlier residues and 96.8% of residues are in the favored region of the Ramachandran plot (Lovell 2003). Because the DNA in the 2imw structure is a blunt-end DNA molecule, the DNA and the incoming nucleotide were modeled from 1jx4 (Ling 2001). The YASARA molecular modeling software was used to add missing atoms to the ligands bound in the final DinB model. The coordinates for the model are available on the Environmental & Molecular Mutagenesis journal website: doi: 10.1016/j.jmb.2011.03.069.

Ligands are removed prior to the analysis using THEMATICS. The electrostatic properties from THEMATICS (Ondrechen 2001), and the phylogenetic tree-based scores from INTREPID (Sankararaman 2009). (http://phylogenomics.berkeley.edu/intrepid/) were used as input features to POOL. POOL then generated an output file of all residues in the model, rank-ordered according to their probability of functional importance.

Shell definitions were established as follows: The distance between the incoming nucleotide and the predicted residues was calculated using YASARA. Any residue that is within a distance of 5 Å of the incoming nucleotide was considered to belong to the first shell, *i.e.* in direct contact with the incoming nucleotide. Any other residue that is within 5 Å of any of the first shell residues is considered to be in the second shell, and so on.
### 2.2.2 Experimental Methods

DinB was purified as described previously by Beuning, *et al.* (Beuning 2006) and stored in single-use aliquots at −80 °C. The DNA template containing a single $N^2$-furfuryl-dG adduct was prepared as described (DeCorte 1996; Jarosz 2006). DNA sequences used in primer extension assays are as follows: standing start primer, 31-mer 5′ GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCC 3′; MatchC primer, 32-mer, 5′ GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCCC 3′; and template containing $N^2$-furfuryl-dG (N), 61-mer, 5′ GGTTACTCAGATCAGGCCTGCGAAGACCTNGGCGT CCGGCTGCTGTACTATCATATGC 3′. DNA primer (standing start or MatchC) and the template containing $N^2$-furfuryl-dG were combined to a final ratio of 1:1 (100 nM) and annealed in annealing buffer [20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) and 5 mM Mg(OAc)$_2$] by heating for 2 min at 95 °C, incubating at 50 °C for 60 min, and then cooling to 37 °C. The reactions were carried out with 100 nM $^{32}$P-end-labeled primer/template in a reaction buffer containing final concentrations of 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 20 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM MgSO$_4$, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1% bovine serum albumin, and 4% glycerol (Beuning 2006). Experiments were carried out with dNTP concentrations ranging from 1 μM-5000 μM, unless otherwise noted, and DinB concentration varied based on the extent of activity of each variant. An aliquot for the zero point was removed prior to addition of dNTP, and reactions were initiated by the addition of dNTP (Beuning 2006). The final reaction volumes were 30 μL. Time points were typically taken from 0.5 min to 30 min and reactions were quenched with 85% formamide, 50 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.025% xylene cyanol, and 0.025% bromophenol blue (Beuning 2006). To determine kinetic parameters, conditions were chosen such that less than 25% of the substrate was converted to product. Quenched reaction products were analyzed on
denaturing (8 M urea) 16% polyacrylamide gels, which were subsequently imaged on a Molecular Dynamics storage phosphor imaging screen with a Storm 860 imager. ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare) was used to analyze data. Kinetic parameters $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ were determined by assessing the percentage of primer extended at various time points in the experiment and were derived using GraphPad Prism® nonlinear regression analysis software (Segel 1993). DNA binding experiments were conducted by titrating 25 µM annealed DNA into a 60 µL solution of 1 µM DinB as previously described (Walsh 2011).

2.3 Results

Table 2.1 shows the top 8% of the POOL predicted residues from the homology model of DinB. Of these, 12 residues belong to the first shell, 11 to the second shell, three to the third shell, and two are in more distant shells. Among the POOL predicted residues, there are 20 in the Palm domain, six in the finger domain and two in the little finger domain.

When used as a standalone method without POOL and other input features, THEMATICS predicts two clusters of residues using a statistical cutoff of 0.99 (Wei 2007). The first cluster has eight residues H6, D8, E104, Y106, K150, K157, D103 and R49 of which H6 and Y106 are second-shell residues. These residues represent the eight top-ranked residues also predicted by POOL. THEMATICS also predicts a second cluster of two residues, R35 and D252, that is somewhat distant from the active site. These residues are not ranked high in the POOL predictions, but may play a role in interaction of the finger and little finger domains with DNA upon DNA binding and catalysis. In this
paper, we have investigated experimentally the top ten residues predicted by POOL, of which three are residues outside the first shell.

Some of the highly POOL-ranked residues are the catalytic residues D8, D103, and E104, and R49, which have previously been shown to be important for activity, and other residues that are near the incoming nucleotide (Wagner 1999). Therefore, POOL correctly predicts the importance of active site residues. These methods also identified a number of distal residues, those not directly involved in binding the substrate, that are likely to contribute to activity. In this work, we focused on the ten most highly ranked POOL-predicted residues (Table 2.1). The predicted residues studied here form a crescent-shaped cluster around, and including, the metal-coordinating residues D8, D103, and E104 (Figure 2.2).
Figure 2.2 Homology model of *E. coli* polymerase IV DinB. Highlighted residues include the identified distal residues (shown in magenta stick models) and their position in relation to known important residues (shown in space filling models), including the main active site residues D8 (orange), D103 and E104 (green) (Wagner 1999); the steric gate and its modulator, F13 (Jarosz 2006) and Y79 (Jarosz 2009), respectively (black); and the important residue R49 (light blue) (Wagner 1999). Images were rendered using the UCSF Chimera package (Pettersen 2004).

All of these residues are ionizable and may have either a steric or an electronic impact on the ability of DinB to catalyze dCTP addition across from *N*²-furfuryl-dG, its cognate lesion. For every variant constructed, primer extension activity with a mixture of nucleotides as well as fidelity of incorporation were determined. Each variant that was active incorporated only dCTP opposite template *N*²-furfuryl-dG (Figure 2.3). For those variants that were inactive, we also determined their ability to bind DNA. We find that
mutations at these amino acid positions have a variety of impacts on DinB function, as described in detail below.

![Diagram of single nucleotide incorporation](image)

**Figure 2.3** Schematic of single nucleotide incorporation of each of the four deoxynucleotide triphosphates (dATP, dCTP, dGTP, dTTP) with a P indicating primer only, which are reactions in which no deoxynucleotide triphosphates were added. No misincorporation of dATP, dGTP, or dTTP opposite N²-f-dG was observed, while dCTP addition opposite N²-f-dG was observed for the variants that were active. The concentration of polymerase is noted above each set of reactions.

### 2.3.1 H6L

Histidine-6 is the highest POOL-ranked residue. Histidine-6 is a second shell residue and lies in the middle of the crescent near Y106 and K157 and is in close proximity to E104. Leucine was chosen as a reasonably close steric mimic of histidine. Compared to wild-type DinB, the H6L variant showed a small but statistically significant decrease (8.8-fold) in catalytic efficiency of dCTP incorporation opposite N²-furfuryl-dG, with a 5-fold decrease in $k_{cat}$ and a 1.7-fold increase in $K_M$. The H6L variant also showed
weak extension of the MatchC primer/$N^2$-furfuryl-dG-containing template DNA, but did not extend to the end of the template, in contrast to wild-type DinB (Figure 2.4).

![Diagram of primer extension assays](image)

Figure 2.4 Schematic of primer extension assays with primer/template DNA containing $N^2$-f-dG correctly base paired with C. Wild type DinB extended to the end of the template; only H6L and Y106F showed appreciable extension, but they did not complete extension to the end of the template. The other variants could not extend to the end of the template. DinB was present at 25 nM.

2.3.2 D10E, D10N

Aspartic Acid-10 is a first-shell residue that is 9th in the POOL rankings and is located near the catalytic metal ions, their coordinating residues D8, D103 and E104, and the important aromatic residues F13 (Jarosz 2009) that are known to have a role in DinB specificity. Specifically, D10 is near the steric gate residue F13, which is important for TLS (Jarosz 2006), and Y79, which modulates the activity of F13 and plays a role in TLS extension (Jarosz 2009). We constructed the mutation D10E to preserve the negative charge and D10N to preserve the length of the original amino acid. We did not observe any measurable activity with the D10E variant, although it could still bind DNA (Table 2.2), but the D10N variant was weakly active at insertion of dCTP opposite $N^2$-furfuryl-
dG. D10N showed a ~25 fold decrease in activity of insertion and was not able to fully extend to the end of the template, even when $N^2$-furfuryl-dG was correctly paired with the MatchC primer (Figure 2.4). The position of this residue is likely the main reason that such large effects were observed.

### Table 2.2 Kinetic Parameters for dCTP incorporation opposite $N^2$-f-dG by DinB and Binding Affinity of DinB to DNA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DinB Construct</th>
<th>$K_m$ (µM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (µM min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$ (min⁻¹ µM⁻¹)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
<th>$K_{D,DNA}$ (µM)</th>
<th>Fold Increase</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wild Type</td>
<td>49 +/- 22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.24 +/- 0.070</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.33 +/- 0.07</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>His6Leu</td>
<td>81 +/- 21</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>0.045 +/- 0.030</td>
<td>0.056</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys150Ala</td>
<td>27 +/- 5.9</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.023 +/- 0.0040</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys157Ala</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49 +/- 0.10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys157Ile</td>
<td>130 +/- 34</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.027 +/- 0.010</td>
<td>0.0083</td>
<td>59</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr106Ala</td>
<td>78 +/- 35</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.026 +/- 0.0030</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>29</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyr106Phe</td>
<td>150 +/- 44</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.12 +/- 0.062</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp10Glu</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td>ND</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51 +/- 0.13</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asp10Asn</td>
<td>46 +/- 4.7</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.022 +/- 0.0050</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>25</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lys146Ala</td>
<td>30 +/- 7.2</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.053 +/- 0.009</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ND, not detected

### 2.3.3 Y106A, Y106F

Tyrosine-106 is a second-shell residue that is near H6, K146, and K150, as well as the first-shell catalytic residue E104. Tyrosine has the ability to be involved in hydrogen bonding as well as pi stacking, so we first modified this position to alanine in order to eliminate both of those properties. The effects of this Y106A modification on overall catalytic efficiency were large, resulting in a decrease in $k_{cat}/K_m$ of 29 fold.
Interestingly, this overall decrease in catalytic efficiency resulted from only a 1.6-fold increase in $K_m$, but an 18-fold decrease in $k_{cat}$.

Modifying this position to phenylalanine (Y106F), which retains the aromatic pi system, gives catalytic efficiency closer to that of wild-type DinB, with a small but statistically significant 5.8-fold decrease. This mutation resulted in a ~3-fold increase in the value of $K_m$ and a 2-fold decrease in $k_{cat}$. This suggests that the pi system at this position contributes to catalytic efficiency of DinB and that the hydroxyl group is also important for activity.

2.3.4 K146A

Among the residues tested, lysine-146 is the furthest from either the DNA substrate or the known catalytic residues that ranked in the top ten POOL-predicted residues. Because it is behind second-shell residue Y106 with respect to the substrate, it is defined as a third-shell residue. Even though it is considered a third-shell residue and therefore only two other residues are between it and the substrate, K146 lies in a solvent exposed area on alpha helix F. DinB K146A gave a 1.6-fold reduction in $K_m$ and an 11.4-fold decrease in $k_{cat}$. However, we could not detect extension of the primer to the end of the template when DinB K146A was presented with a mixture of all four dNTPs, which may suggest an inability to extend from the new primer terminus. To test this possibility, K146A was also assayed for activity with a DNA substrate in which the $N^2$-furfuryl adduct was correctly paired with a C on the primer (MatchC). DinB K146A was not able to extend the primer when the terminus involved a base pair containing the template $N^2$-dG (Figure 2.4). Such extension could only be detected at very high concentrations (1.5 μM) of DinB K146A.
2.3.5 K150A, K157A, K157I

Based on our homology model, Lysine-150, and Lysine-157 are both very near the active site residues D8, D103, and E104, as well as the DNA and incoming nucleotide substrates. According to POOL, these two residues are ranked 5th and 6th, respectively. Changing either of these residues to alanine had significant effects on activity. DinB K150A was active, but with a 15-fold decrease in catalytic efficiency relative to that of wild-type DinB. Based on the homology model we hypothesize that this residue with its positively charged side chain may stabilize the backbone phosphate of the nucleotide at the end of the primer.

Lysine157 is closer than K150 to the catalytic residues and may be involved in binding to the phosphate of the incoming nucleotide. The variant K157A was not catalytically active; however, DinB K157A was found to bind DNA with similar affinity to that of wild-type DinB (Table 2.2), suggesting that the overall conformation of DinB is not greatly perturbed by this mutation. Introducing an isoleucine at this position restored weak activity for incorporation of dCTP opposite $N^2$-furfuryl-dG, suggesting that the chain length is a factor in the importance of this residue. Among the variants that exhibited detectable activity, K157I gave the largest change observed, with a ~59 fold reduction in catalytic efficiency. None of these K157 mutations were able to exhibit any further extension on DNA substrates from a MatchC primer (Figure 2.4).

2.4 Discussion

We used the THEMATICS and POOL programs, which predict functionally important residues, to uncover and probe residues that contribute to activity in DinB. In this work, we focused on the residues ranked in the top ten of the predicted residues.
These functional site predictors have been used to correctly predict important residues outside of the first shell in several different enzymes (Brodkin 2011; Somarowthu 2011a). In each of the previous cases, the substrates were small molecules. In this work, we tested two aspects of the prediction: (1) the performance with an enzyme such as DinB that makes extensive contacts with its large DNA substrate and (2) the performance of the prediction based on a homology model. The top ten POOL-predicted residues are all in or near the catalytic site and include known metal-coordinating residues (D8, D103, and E104) as well as R49, which is known to be critical for function (Wagner 1999). The predicted residues include other residues near the substrate, which are likely to interact directly with the incoming nucleotide, as well as second- and third-shell residues that are found to contribute to activity. Notably in this case, the largest effects observed upon mutation of the predicted residues were the catalytically inactive first-shell variants K157A and D10E; whereas the largest effect of a variant that could accomplish catalysis was the first-shell variant K157I, followed by a second-shell variant Y106A.

The K146 residue is a third-shell residue that is located near the well-conserved “FLAKIA” motif in Y family DNA polymerases that includes the highly-conserved residue K150 (Figure 2.5).
Figure 2.5 (A) ConSurf model (Glaser 2003) showing which amino acid residues are conserved in the DinB family. The degrees of conservation are color coded as blue being the least conserved to deep magenta being the most conserved. (B) The top ten POOL-predicted residues in DinB that are highly conserved, except for Y106, are highlighted. The substrates have been removed for clarity. Images were rendered using the UCSF Chimera package (Pettersen 2004).

DinB K146 appears to be involved in interactions with E98 and N235, the latter of which is part of the peptide linker that tethers the little finger domain to the polymerase domain in Y family DNA polymerases. Therefore, K146 could play a role in positioning the little finger domain. K146, as well as other variants assayed here, also appear to play an important role in the extension step of TLS, which can be as important in bypass as insertion opposite the lesion (Jarosz 2009), because primer extension to the full length of
the template demonstrated by the K146 variant was very poor. The specific effect of a third-shell residue on extension is unexpected.

Distal residues can have a variety of effects on the structure (Chalisser 2007; Chaptal 2007), substrate binding affinity (Heitman 2006; Carpten 2007; Chalisser 2007; Mirza 2007), stability (Hong 2007) and function (El Omari 2006; Dupre 2007; Klyuyeva 2008) of a wide variety of different enzymes (Lee 2011). The semantics of defining the ‘shell’ to which a specific amino acid residue belongs can be challenging, in particular in enzymes with large substrates, such as DNA polymerases. In DNA polymerases, the enzyme can make contacts with a larger proportion of the DNA substrate than an enzyme with a small molecule substrate. Aminoacyl-tRNA synthetases (aaRSs) are examples of enzymes that have very large nucleic acid substrates and whose activity is affected by mutations of distant residues (Lue 2007). The aaRSs must bind to and activate their cognate amino acids and tRNAs, and then transfer the activated aminoacyl adenylate to the tRNA (Arnez 1997; Lee 2011). There is a need for communication between distinct domains in aaRSs for efficient and accurate aminoacylation (Alexander 2001).

Interestingly, the mutation L570F in *E. coli* Leucyl-tRNA synthetase has a significant impact on the function of this enzyme, resulting in a ~30-fold decrease in activity from that of the wild type (Lue 2007). Crystal structure studies of *Thermus thermophilus* LeuRS show that the equivalent residue does not influence the interaction between the protein and the amino acid substrate (Cusack 2000). Rather, it is hypothesized that this residue comes into close proximity to highly conserved M576 which is located in a functionally important loop area in the protein that is responsible for the modulation of
the active site conformation that is essential for substrate recognition (Weimer 2009). Thus, the remote residue L570 contributes substantially to activity via its ability to mediate a conformational change. A more closely related protein to DinB is mammalian DNA pol η, a Y family DNA polymerase encoded by the XPV gene (Johnson 1999; Masutani 1999). Defective DNA pol η can cause the autosomal recessive disease XPV, which is characterized by UV-light-induced deterioration of a variety of tissues, as well as malignant skin carcinomas and melanomas (Kraemer 1985). Some of the pol η variants that are associated with XPV involve mutations that are distal to the polymerase active site triad including D13, D115 and E116 (Biertumpfel 2010), and are located relative to the catalytic triad in similar positions to the highly ranked DinB residues examined here. In particular, DNA pol η K220 is aligned with DinB K146.

Through the use of predictive computations we have demonstrated that residues that are removed from the active site in a DNA damage bypass polymerase have an impact on the catalytic efficiency of that enzyme. The ability of the TLS polymerase DinB to add dCTP opposite its cognate N2-furfuryl-dG lesion is altered when point mutations are introduced distal to the active site residues. In particular, we observed reductions in catalytic efficiency from 6-60 fold as well as instances of complete loss of activity. Using only computational methods to guide us, we identified residues that are important for TLS activity. These residues are postulated to impact the active site residues through steric, pi systems, or electrostatic interactions that are either lost or reduced in the mutations made. Identifying these distal residues and characterizing their contributions to activity may lead to a better understanding of the enzymes as well as to
controlled manipulation of enzyme activity and specificity (Somarowthu 2011a; Somarowthu 2011b).
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Chapter 3: Discrimination against the Cytosine Analog tC by Escherichia coli DNA Polymerase IV DinB

3.1 Introduction

Replication of DNA and the faithful transmission of genetic information are of utmost importance to the survival of all organisms. DNA replication is a multistep process that utilizes several mechanisms for discrimination against the incorporation of incorrect bases, which increases the fidelity of the replication process (Kornberg 1992). Under normal circumstances this process is highly accurate, as DNA polymerization by replicative polymerases occurs with very high fidelity, making errors once in approximately $10^7$ nucleotides incorporated in *E. coli* (Kornberg 1992). When the contributions of proofreading and mismatch repair mechanisms are included, the overall accuracy increases to approximately 1 error in $10^{10}$ nucleotides (Kornberg 1992).

In addition to highly accurate replicative DNA polymerases, cells possess multiple DNA polymerases to fulfill other functions. One such polymerase family is the Y family, the members of which are specialized to copy damaged DNA, but they copy undamaged DNA with lower fidelity than replicative DNA polymerases (Sutton 2001; Friedberg 2006; Jarosz 2007; McCulloch 2008). Y family polymerases are conserved throughout all domains of life (Ohmori 2001; Yang 2005; Friedberg 2006). Although generally structurally similar to their replicative counterparts, there are several important differences between Y family and replicative polymerases. The overall folds of both replicative and Y family DNA polymerases resemble a right hand, including the thumb, palm, and finger domains (Ling 2001; Yang 2003; Yang 2005). Y family polymerases are characterized by small finger and thumb domains which result in an open and solvent-
exposed active site in the palm domain (Yang 2005). Specific to the Y family is a domain known as the ‘little finger’ which is thought to have an important function in both substrate selection and DNA binding (Ling 2001; Boudsocq 2004; Yang 2005). One major difference between replicative and Y family DNA polymerases in the active site is that the O-helix, which is present in replicative polymerases, is absent in the Y family members (Ling 2001). The O-helix is important for ensuring the fidelity of nucleotide incorporation into the primer DNA strand (Steitz 1987; Beese 1993; Steitz 1999). Y family polymerases are generally not as accurate as their replicative counterparts (Tang 2000; Yang 2003; Prakash 2005; Friedberg 2006; Jarosz 2007; Yang 2007; Washington 2010), but their function in induced mutagenesis may play an important role in evolution (Friedberg 2006).

The Y family polymerases are able to accommodate DNA lesions in their active sites and replicate damaged DNA in a process known as translesion synthesis (TLS) (Friedberg 2006), which may be accurate or error-prone. *Escherichia coli* DinB is a Y family DNA polymerase (Wagner 1999) that is known to bypass certain DNA adducts such as the dG adducts of benzo[a]pyrene (N²-B[a]P-dG) (Napolitano 2000; Seo 2006) and methylglyoxal, which forms N²-(1-carboxyethyl)-2′-deoxyguanine (N²-CEdG) (Yuan 2008). DinB possesses a 15-fold preference to bypass N²-furfuryl-dG compared to undamaged DNA (Jarosz 2006). Additionally, DinB accurately bypasses certain dG-dG and dG-peptide cross-links by inserting dC opposite the adduct-G in the template DNA and copies dG-dT intrastrand crosslinks accurately but stalls after incorporation of dA opposite the 3′-T in the crosslink (Bellon 2006; Kumari 2008; Minko 2008). On the other hand, DinB cannot bypass thymine-thymine cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers or
thymine-thymine (6-4) photoproducts, the principal DNA lesions resulting from exposure to UV light (Tang 2000). The $C^8$-dG adducts of 2-acetylaminofluorene and 2-aminofluorene also block the primer extension activity of DinB (Ogawa 2001). The error frequency of DinB in copying undamaged DNA is between $10^{-3}$ and $10^{-5}$, depending on the identity of the base pair (Kobayashi 2002), but in general DinB has the ability to copy DNA containing a range of $N^2$-dG adducts accurately by incorporating dC opposite the adduct-dG. These observations have led to the hypothesis that DinB is specific for minor groove adducts of dG.

We probed the specificity of DinB by determining its efficiency in utilizing the modified base 1,3-diaza-2-oxophenothiazine (tC), which is size-expanded in the major groove, as a template base or incoming nucleotide. The modified base tC is a fluorescent analog of C that forms a canonical Watson-Crick base pair with G, has increased base stacking interactions compared to C, and has been used to probe mechanisms of replication (Figure 3.1) (Marquez 1996; Wilhelmsson 2001; Engman 2004; Sandin 2005; Stengel 2007; Reha-Krantz 2009; Sandin 2009; Sinkeldam 2010; Wilhelmsson 2010). The tC nucleotide was originally developed as an analog of C with stronger binding to complementary G bases within RNA (Lin 1995), and was further derivatized with a guanidinium group, to form the so-called G-clamp that provides strong binding affinity toward G (Lin 1998; Wilds 2002; Wilds 2003).
Figure 3.1 Hydrogen bonding between (a) canonical guanine and cytosine and (b) guanine and the cytosine analog tC (Stengel 2007).

We find that DinB, like Klenow fragment of DNA pol I, can add the tC triphosphate across from template dG (Stengel 2007; Sandin 2009). We demonstrate that DinB inserts dGTP faithfully across from tC, but cannot extend from the newly-generated primer terminus. Moreover, we demonstrate that even with a nine-nucleotide running start DinB cannot complete TLS to the end of the template containing tC. This lack of activity is despite our finding that DinB binds DNA primer:template constructs that contain tC more strongly than it binds unmodified DNA primer:templates. In contrast, both Klenow fragment and human DNA polymerase α can insert dGTP opposite template tC and extend past the noncanonical base pair to the end of the template (Stengel 2007; Sandin 2009; Stengel 2009). This is an intriguing difference, as replicative polymerases are generally considered to be accurate and specific for canonical base pairs (Beese 1993), whereas Y family polymerases have more open and solvent-accessible active sites in order to accommodate bulky lesions in DNA (Yang 2003; Yang 2005; Friedberg 2006).
3.2 Materials and Methods

3.2.1 Proteins and Nucleic Acids

DinB was prepared as described in Beuning et al. (Beuning 2006). The concentrations obtained in DinB purifications are generally in the micromolar range and, therefore, concentrating the protein is not necessary if it is to be used in primer extension assays. DinB was stored in single-use aliquots at -80 °C. DNA containing tC was prepared using solid phase synthesis and the tC phosphoramidite was synthesized as described elsewhere (Sandin 2007). The nucleotide triphosphate was prepared as described in Sandin et al. (Sandin 2009). Unmodified DNA (Eurofins MWG Operon) was purified by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. DNA sequences are shown in Table 3.1. End-labeling with $^{32}$P was carried out as described (Maniatis 1982; Beuning 2006).

3.2.2 Primer Extension Assays

Primer extension assays were performed on a 61-mer DNA template, where the only variable is the position labeled X, which corresponds to G, C or tC (Table 3.1). Standing start primer (31-mer), in which the first nucleotide incorporated is opposite the analog, was generally used for determining the fidelity and kinetics of incorporation of a single nucleotide. The DNA primer and template were combined to a final ratio of 1:1 (500 nM) and were annealed in annealing buffer (20 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 5 mM Mg(OAc)$_2$) by heating for 2 min at 95 °C, incubating at 50 °C for 50 min, and then cooling to 37 °C. The reactions were carried out with 100 nM $^{32}$P-labeled primer/template in a reaction buffer containing final concentrations of 30 mM HEPES, pH 7.5, 20 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM MgSO$_4$, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1% BSA and 4% glycerol. Experiments were carried out with 500 μM dNTPs unless otherwise noted and
10 nM DinB, except for the addition of dGTP from tC-containing template which was done at 25 nM DinB due to the low activity of DinB in processing this analog. An aliquot for the zero point was removed prior to addition of dNTP and reactions were initiated by the addition of dNTP (Beuning 2006). Final reaction volumes were 30 μL. Time points were typically taken from 0.5 min to 30 or 60 min and were quenched with 85% formamide, 50 mM EDTA, 0.025% xylene cyanol, 0.025% bromophenol blue (Beuning 2006). In experiments to determine kinetic parameters, conditions were chosen such that less than 25% of the substrate was converted to product. Products from the quenched reactions were analyzed on denaturing (8 M urea) 12-16% polyacrylamide gels, which were subsequently imaged on a Molecular Dynamics storage phosphor imaging screen with a Storm 860 imager. Data were analyzed using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare) (Beuning 2006). This allows for the analysis of kinetic data and determination of $V_{max}$ and $K_M$ by assessing the percentage of primer extended at various time points in the experiment. Kinetic parameters were derived from GraphPad Prism® non-linear regression analysis software (Segel 1993).
Table 3.1 Sequences of DNA primers and templates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Sequence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primer 22</td>
<td>22 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing Start</td>
<td>31 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCC3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatchG</td>
<td>32 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCCG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+1 Primer</td>
<td>33 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCCG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+2 Primer</td>
<td>34 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCCG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+3 Primer</td>
<td>35 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCCG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+4 Primer</td>
<td>36 mer</td>
<td>5′GCATATGATAGTGACGCTGCAGCCGGAGCGCCG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Template DNA</td>
<td>61 mer</td>
<td>5′GGTTACTCAGATCCGCTGCAGCGACGCTGACGGAGCTG3′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(X = G, C, or tC)</td>
<td></td>
<td>GGCTGCAGCTGACTCATATCATATGC3′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.3 DNA Binding Assays

Equilibrium dissociation binding constants for DNA binding to DinB were determined by using tryptophan fluorescence quenching. A 1-μM DinB solution was titrated with annealed 15 μM DNA primer:template mixture and the fluorescence intensity was measured after each addition with a Varian Cary Eclipse Fluorescence Spectrophotometer using λ_ex of 278 nm. Fluorescence emission was monitored from 290 nm to 500 nm (Favicchio 2009). The emission intensity maxima between 300-400 nm were obtained, corrected for the dilution factor, and the quenching (Q) was calculated by dividing the corrected intensity by the original fluorescence intensity of the 1-μM DinB solution alone (Favicchio 2009). Q was plotted against the final concentration of DNA and K_d was determined by fitting to the following equation:

\[ B = (L_t + K_d + R_t) - \left[ (-(L_t - K_d - R_t)^2 - 4L_tR_t)^{1/2} \right]/2 \]
where $B = \text{fraction bound}$, $L_t = \text{DNA concentration}$, $K_d = \text{dissociation constant}$, and $R_t = \text{total protein concentration}$ (Motulsky 1995; Swillens 1995).

### 3.2.4 Model of DinB bound to DNA containing tC

A homology model of DinB bound to DNA containing $N^2$-furfuryl-dG as the template base was used (Jarosz 2006). Using HyperChem (Hypercube, Inc.), an energy optimized tC base (Wilhelmsson 2003) was superimposed onto the thymine (residue T6, 3’ to the template base) that was replaced, i.e. the inner pyrimidine ring of the tC was superpositioned with the pyrimidine ring system of T. The T was deleted and tC was connected to the deoxyribose moiety. The adenine opposite tC (residue P13) was then replaced with a G. Finally, the furfuryl moiety on the guanine in the template (residue T5) was removed.

### 3.3 Results

#### 3.3.1 DinB discriminates against tC as the template base

In light of the studies in which DNA containing tC is efficiently replicated by the Klenow fragment and by human polymerase α (Stengel 2007; Stengel 2009), we wanted to determine the extent to which DinB could replicate a DNA template containing the tC analog. We expected that DinB, which is specialized to copy non-canonical DNA, would be proficient at copying tC as well. A comparison was made between the abilities of DinB and Klenow to replicate DNA containing tC. Klenow fragment can incorporate a nucleotide opposite tC, extend from the new primer terminus (Stengel 2007), and synthesize DNA to the end of the template, whereas DinB could not synthesize DNA past the site of tC (Figure 3.2).
Figure 3.2 Primer extension assay on DNA containing tC with (a) standing start primer and (b) running start primer, shown at the top of the Figure (* indicates $^{32}$P label), by 10 nM Klenow fragment (KF) or 10 nM DinB. Klenow fragment extended the primer to the end of the template, while DinB did not. DinB demonstrates limited ability to add a nucleotide opposite tC. Samples were analyzed by 12% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Time points were 0, 1, 10, 45 min for each. “P” indicates the position of the primer and “T” indicates the position of the fully extended primer (the length of the template strand). Complete DNA sequences are given in Table 3.1.

However, DinB was able to add a nucleotide across from template tC, extending the standing start primer by one nucleotide, albeit weakly (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). At the longest time points, we observe modest extension past template tC by DinB (Figures 3.2 and 3.3). To probe the extent to which a change in binding affinity for the tC-containing DNA template could be responsible for the lack of catalytic activity of DinB on such a template, we determined the equilibrium dissociation binding constant, $K_d$, of DinB for DNA constructs containing either tC or C as the template base annealed to the standing start primer. We found that DinB has slightly greater affinity for the primer:template DNA containing tC than the primer:template containing unmodified C (Table 3.2), therefore the defect in catalytic activity of DinB with the substrate containing tC is not due to a lack of binding to DNA.
Table 3.2 Dissociation constants for DinB binding to DNA constructs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DNA Primer / Template</th>
<th>$K_d$ (μM)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Standing Start / Template-C</td>
<td>0.38 ± 0.034</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standing Start / Template-tC</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.051</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatchG / Template-C</td>
<td>0.21 ± 0.093</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MatchG / Template-tC</td>
<td>0.053 ± 0.016</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+1 / Template-C</td>
<td>0.34 ± 0.099</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extn+1 / Template-tC</td>
<td>0.076 ± 0.022</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We next assayed the ability of DinB to bypass tC with a large running start of nine nucleotides before encountering tC in the template. A primer extension assay was performed with a 22-mer primer to assess the ability of DinB to bypass the analog (Figure 3.3). DinB extends the primer to the end of the unmodified DNA template but is severely impeded when the template strand contains the tC analog (Figure 3.3). Similar to that observed with the standing start primer (Figure 3.2), DinB incorporates nucleotides up to and across from the tC analog, but cannot appreciably extend beyond tC (Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3 DinB cannot extend past tC in the DNA template. DinB primer extension on template containing C (a) and template containing tC (b) with primer 22. The 31-nucleotide marker indicates the position adjacent to the tC analog; one nucleotide beyond that is addition opposite the analog. The 61-nt marker represents fully extended primer. Samples were analyzed by 14% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Time points for each were 0, 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 45, 60 min.

3.3.2 DinB faithfully incorporates dGTP opposite tC

Our observation that DinB inserts a nucleotide opposite tC led us to wonder about the accuracy of this insertion. Single nucleotide incorporation assays were performed to assess the fidelity of insertion across from tC in the template (Figure 3.4a). DinB was not able to insert dATP, dCTP or dTTP across from the tC analog but faithfully adds dGTP across from tC (Figure 3.4a).
Figure 3.4 (a) DinB faithfully incorporates only dGTP opposite tC in the DNA template. The DNA construct used is diagrammed at the top (* indicates $^{32}$P label). Reactions were carried out with 500 μM dNTP and 10 nM DinB with standing start primer. Samples were analyzed by 16% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Time points were 0 (primer control reaction) and 60 min. “P” indicates the position of the primer. (b) DNA construct used in (c) and (d) is shown (* indicates $^{32}$P label); X = C or tC. (c and d) DinB extends from MatchG primer annealed to template DNA containing C (c) but not to template DNA containing tC (d). Assays were carried out with 1 mM dATP with time points of 0, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 30 min. “P” indicates the position of the primer.

We determined the efficiency of incorporation of dGTP opposite tC compared to incorporation of dGTP opposite unmodified C (Table 3.3) and found that DinB incorporates dGTP opposite template tC with a modest increase in $K_M$ but a more significant decrease in $k_{cat}$ (~11-fold). Overall, incorporation of dGTP is 12-fold less efficient opposite template tC than opposite template C (Table 3.3). Given that we do not detect misincorporation, we cannot determine an error frequency for DinB with the tC modification. From the limit of detection of the assay, we estimate the error frequency to be less than $\sim 6 \times 10^{-4}$. 
Table 3.3 Steady state kinetic parameters for dGTP incorporation opposite tC vs C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$K_M$ (μM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (μM·min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_M$ (min$^{-1}$ μM$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dGTP*C</td>
<td>150 ± 24</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.17 ± 0.026</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dGTP*tC</td>
<td>160 ± 31</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.038 ± 0.031</td>
<td>9.4 x 10$^{-3}$</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We next determined whether DinB can extend from this newly-generated primer terminus opposite the tC modification. We used a synthetic primer constructed such that it contains a G (“MatchG,” Table 3.1) opposite tC in the template. Although DinB is highly proficient for extension from G opposite unmodified C, there is no extension apparent from the MatchG primer annealed to a tC-containing template (Figure 3.4b-d). Given that no extension of the primer opposite tC can be observed, we estimate the decrease in nucleotide insertion activity to be at least 1500-fold. We also determined the binding affinity of DinB for DNA constructs consisting of MatchG annealed to either a C-containing template or tC-containing template. DinB has a slightly higher affinity for the tC-containing DNA in this context (Table 3.2), indicating that the lack of activity is not due to a defect in binding.

3.3.3 DinB requires primers at least three nucleotides beyond tC for efficient extension

Since DinB could insert a nucleotide opposite the template tC analog but could not extend the newly-synthesized primer terminus, we determined the length of primer beyond the tC analog that is required to allow DinB to efficiently extend the primer. We compared the ability of DinB to extend beyond the tC analog with its ability to extend beyond unmodified C at the same position in the template (Figure 3.5).
When the primer terminus is one (Extn+1) or two (Extn+2) nucleotides beyond tC, primer extension by DinB is weak (Figure 3.5). DinB exhibits more robust activity with a primer terminus that is three (Extn+3) nucleotides beyond tC but still exhibits slightly weaker primer extension activity on the tC-containing DNA than on an unmodified DNA template (Figure 3.5). With a primer terminus four (Extn+4) nucleotides beyond the site of the tC analog, there is little difference in efficiency of synthesis on templates containing either tC or C (Figure 3.5). These observations suggest that in order to observe efficient extension of the primer its terminus must be 3-4 nucleotides beyond a modified base that is a poor substrate for DinB. We also determined the relative affinity of DinB for primer/template DNA with a primer (Extn+1) that terminates one nucleotide beyond the site of the tC modification, or unmodified C, in the template. DinB has modestly higher affinity for the tC-containing construct (Table 3.2), therefore the lack of DinB
activity on a template containing tC cannot be explained by a difference in binding to DNA.

### 3.3.4 DinB adds dtCTP to a primer terminus

Since it was previously demonstrated that the Klenow fragment preferentially incorporates the size-expanded tC analog into the growing DNA strand opposite G by approximately a factor of 10 (Sandin 2009), we next examined whether DinB could add the deoxytriphosphate version of the tC analog across from G in the template. Kinetic parameters for insertion of dtCTP or dCTP across from template G were determined (Figure 3.6a, Table 3.4). DinB exhibited a modest decrease in $K_M$ for dtCTP relative to dCTP and approximately a two-fold higher $k_{cat}$ for dtCTP than for dCTP. Overall, DinB is ~3.5-fold more efficient in incorporation of dtCTP than dCTP opposite template G. Thus, DinB shows a slight preference to add the dtCTP analog to templates containing G relative to the addition of the natural nucleotide dCTP.

![Figure 3.6](image)

**Figure 3.6** DinB incorporates the tC analog and replicates at least one additional nucleotide. DNA construct used is shown at the top. (a) Addition of dtCTP by DinB across from template G. (b) Addition of both dtCTP and dATP. (c) DinB does not add dATP alone. Reactions were carried out with standing start primer. Samples were analyzed by 16% polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. Time points were 0, 1, 5, 10, 30, 45 min. “P” indicates the position of the primer.
Table 3.4 Steady state kinetic parameters for incorporation of dtCTP versus dCTP opposite template G

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(K_M) (μM)</th>
<th>(k_{cat}) (min(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(V_{max}) (μM·min(^{-1}))</th>
<th>(k_{cat}/K_M) (min(^{-1}) μM(^{-1}))</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dCTP*G</td>
<td>190 ± 15</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0.044 ± 0.0017</td>
<td>2.3 x 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dtCTP*G</td>
<td>130 ± 74</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.036</td>
<td>8.1 x 10(^{-2})</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We next determined if DinB could extend a primer beyond the newly-added dtCTP. A mixture of dtCTP and dATP was added to a final concentration of 250 μM each, as the next nucleotide after G in the DNA template is T (Table 3.1). DinB was able to incorporate both tC and A (Figure 3.6b). No further nucleotide additions were observed, as the next template base is C and dGTP was omitted from these reactions. These observations suggest that DinB is accurate after incorporation of tC. This experiment was also conducted with only dATP available to DinB as a nucleotide substrate and in this case extension was not observed, indicating that the extension observed with the mixture of dtCTP and dATP is due to accurate incorporation of dtCTP and dATP (Figure 3.6c). In contrast, DinB only very weakly extends primers from one or two nucleotides beyond the position of tC in the template (Figure 3.5), suggesting a higher degree of stringency for modifications of the template than for modified incoming nucleotides.

3.4 Discussion

We have demonstrated that *E. coli* DinB, a Y-family DNA polymerase, will not tolerate the size-expanded base analog tC when it is present in the template strand. DinB synthesizes DNA up to and across from tC, accurately incorporating G, but cannot
efficiently bypass tC. It has also been observed that tC can tautomerize to a form that base pairs with A (Stengel 2009; Stengel 2010), but similar to human DNA primase and RNA polymerase (Stengel 2010; Urban 2010), we did not observe misincorporation by DinB. The tC analog is known to be bypassed by the A family polymerase Klenow fragment, as well as by human DNA polymerase α primase (Stengel 2007; Stengel 2009). Specifically, Klenow accurately inserts dGTP opposite template tC (Stengel 2007) and can then extend the primer to the end of the template (Stengel 2009). Remarkably, Klenow is also fairly proficient at bypassing 8-oxo-G and C\(^8\)-aminofluorene-dG (Shibutani 1993; Miller 1997). The overall fidelity of base pair formation on normal, undamaged DNA by Klenow has been determined to be 10\(^{-4}\), which is within the range of 10\(^{-3}\)-10\(^{-5}\) determined for DinB (Kuchta 1988; Kobayashi 2002).

On the other hand, DinB is slightly more efficient at inserting the deoxytriphosphate version of the tC analog relative to unmodified C into the primer strand (Table 3.4). DinB also extends from tC after it is incorporated (Figure 3.6), as was observed for Klenow (Stengel 2007; Tahmassebi 2009). Human DNA primase incorporates tCTP 2.5-fold better than CTP opposite template G and Klenow shows a ~10-fold preference for tCTP over CTP (Sandin 2009; Urban 2010). The increase in efficiency of incorporation of tCTP is generally ascribed to its increased hydrophobicity and increased stacking interactions compared to unmodified C (Sandin 2009; Urban 2010). These observations suggest that DinB exhibits stronger discrimination against modifications of the template and may have more relaxed specificity for the incoming nucleotide. Indeed, a similar trend has been observed with DinB and 8-oxo-G as DinB appears to be less efficient in replicating DNA templates containing 8-oxo-G than it is in
incorporating the nucleotide 8-oxo-GTP (Yamada 2006; Hori 2010). Other polymerases can also exhibit marked asymmetry between utilization of modified bases in the template compared to the incoming nucleotide or in fidelity of base pair formation (Einolf 1998; Urban 2009). This observation may reflect asymmetry in the polymerase active site (Einolf 1998) suggesting that the local environment of the template base compared to that of the incoming nucleotide is apparently quite different, which could lead to differences in efficiency of bond formation or translocation.

It is unclear why DinB specifically discriminates against tC as the template base or at the T-1 or T-2 positions in the template strand (Figure 3.5). Because tC is size-expanded in the major groove, our observations suggest that DinB displays discrimination against major groove adducts in the template strand. Whereas minor groove scanning is a well-known fidelity mechanism used by high-fidelity replicative DNA polymerases, it is not clear that major groove scanning could be generally used (Lutz 1996). Additionally, bases that are derivatized in the major groove are substrates for an array of A and B family DNA polymerases (Thum 2001; Kool 2002; Jager 2005). In structures of Y family polymerases bound to DNA, both the minor and major grooves are highly exposed to solvent at and near the template base (Broyde 2008; Pata 2010). The published homology model of DinB is consistent with this observation, as the incipient base pair and the adjacent two base pairs are predicted by the model to be nearly completely exposed to solvent in the major groove (Figure 3.7) (Jarosz 2006). We modeled a tC:G base pair just upstream from the nascent base pair in DNA bound to DinB, in which there is clearly no steric clash between the protein and the tC modified base (Figure 3.7). The Y family polymerase-specific little finger domain binds DNA in
the major groove, but few of these contacts are at the incipient base pair and so are unlikely to impart specificity at that position (Ling 2001; Yang 2003). The lack of sequence conservation of the little finger domain between different Y family polymerases may influence DNA binding and therefore could impart specificity, perhaps at DNA positions other than the template base (Ling 2001).

Figure 3.7 Model of DinB bound to DNA (Jarosz 2006) with the protein (yellow) shown as bonds (a) and surface (b). (c) and (d) Model of DinB bound to DNA containing a tC:G base pair with tC shown as bonds (c) and surface (d). The view is towards the major groove of DNA at the incipient base pair. The incipient base pair (top) and the next two base pairs are shown colored by identity of the atom and the rest of the DNA is pink. Figure was prepared with VMD (Humphrey 1996).

Crystal structures have been determined of Y family DNA polymerase Dpo4 with several different major groove adducts. In the structures of Dpo4 bound to DNA containing N⁶-benzo[a]-pyrene-dA, one structure shows the benzo[a]pyrene moiety stacked in the DNA resulting in a catalytically-incompetent conformation, while a second structure places benzo[a]pyrene in the major groove in a solvent-exposed conformation that disrupts the Watson-Crick base pairing at the template base (Ling 2004). Strikingly,
the overall conformation of Dpo4 in both structures is remarkably similar, showing only a small shift in the little finger domain (Ling 2004). Structures have also been solved of Dpo4 with DNA containing either \(O^6\)-methylguanine (\(O^6\)-MeG) or \(O^6\)-benzylguanine (\(O^6\)-BzG) paired with C in which the base pair shifts to form a ‘wobble’ pair (Eoff 2007a; Eoff 2007b). With either lesion, Dpo4 misincorporates T or A with fairly high frequency and base pairs between thymine and either lesion were observed in the structures (Eoff 2007a; Eoff 2007b). Dpo4 could extend efficiently from the C:\(O^6\)-MeG base pair, but less so from the T:\(O^6\)-MeG base pair; the trend was similar but with more inhibition in the case of extension from C:\(O^6\)-BzG and T:\(O^6\)-BzG base pairs, suggesting the degree of inhibition may correlate with the size of the adduct (Eoff 2007a; Eoff 2007b). In the experiments reported here, DinB was accurate in the addition of G opposite template tC and it seems that tC forms Watson-Crick base pairs with G. In addition, we could detect no extension from the G:tC base pair in which tC is the template base. In terms of substrate specificity, it is not entirely clear how appropriate Dpo4 is as a model for DinB (Chandani 2010), as Dpo4 efficiently bypasses adducts that are not substrates for DinB, for example, thymine-thymine cyclobutane pyridine dimers (Tang 2000; Boudsocq 2001).

The process of TLS requires both insertion of a nucleotide opposite a non-canonical base and extension of the newly-formed primer terminus. In some cases, insertion opposite a non-canonical, non-cognate base is relatively facile, while the extension step may be less efficient, as observed here. Indeed, replicative polymerases can sense distortions in the DNA caused by lesions 4-6 nucleotides from the incipient base pair (Carver 1994; Miller 1997; Johnson 2003; Fujii 2004). It has been shown that
the TLS polymerase pol V must synthesize 5-6 nucleotides beyond a lesion before the replicative polymerase DNA pol III can resume synthesis; a shorter “TLS patch” leads to proofreading by the pol III exonuclease (Fujii 2004). We find here that the activity of DinB is disrupted by the fluorescent analog tC up to 2-3 nucleotides after the 3’ end of the primer (Figure 3.5). Other investigators have also observed that DinB exhibits pausing within three nucleotides after certain DNA adducts (Kumari 2008; Minko 2008; Jarosz 2009). A DinB variant with a specific defect in copying DNA containing its cognate lesion \( \text{N}^2\text{-furfuryl-dG} \) also stalled three nucleotides after bypassing the lesion (Jarosz 2009). Our findings are in agreement with other work that suggests that DinB requires a slightly shorter buffer of three nucleotides beyond a non-cognate nucleotide than replicative polymerases in order to complete extension. Taken together, these observations suggest that Y family polymerases exhibit less stringency in the extension phase of TLS when confronted with non-cognate bases than replicative DNA polymerases, indicating that Y family polymerases may be able to recover synthesis within a shorter distance downstream from non-cognate DNA damage. However, the exact mechanism of polymerase switching between replicative and TLS polymerases is not fully understood.

In conclusion, Y family polymerases are known for their specialized ability to accommodate and bypass lesion-containing DNA. They also exhibit lowered fidelity on undamaged DNA and are therefore potentially mutagenic. We show that, unlike Klenow and DNA primase (Stengel 2007; Stengel 2009), Y family DNA polymerase DinB is unable to utilize templates containing the modified base tC, suggesting that DinB may specifically discriminate against major groove adducts. Moreover, DinB is remarkably
asymmetric with respect to tC, efficiently incorporating tCTP in the primer strand, while strongly discriminating against tC in the template. It remains to be determined the extent to which this is a general property of DinB.
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Chapter 4: Discrimination against major groove adducts by Y family polymerases of the DinB subfamily

4.1 Introduction

The Y family DNA polymerases were first identified as a class of DNA polymerases in 2001 (Ohmori 2001) and are conserved throughout all domains of life (Yang 2005; Friedberg 2006; Pata 2010). They are characterized by their ability to copy damaged DNA in process known as translesion synthesis (TLS). The polymerase domains of Y family polymerases resemble a right hand, with domains identified as the thumb, palm, finger, and little finger (Yang 2005; Friedberg 2006). In contrast with high fidelity polymerases, the finger domains in Y family polymerases tend to be smaller, leading to virtually no major groove contacts at the nascent base pair (Pata 2010); thus, major groove adducts are not subjected to the same steric constraints as minor groove adducts, as they seem to protrude into a solvent-accessible area. The little finger, which is unique to the Y family, makes contacts on the major groove side of the DNA, although not at the nascent base pair. Large major groove DNA adducts often lie in the solvent-accessible area caused by the structural gap between the little finger and the fingers domains (Ling 2001; Shen 2002; Bauer 2007; Lone 2007)

Y family DNA polymerases bypass a wide variety of DNA damage (Suzuki 2001; Shen 2002; Jarosz 2006; Seo 2006; Bauer 2007; Godoy 2007; Yuan 2008; Jarosz 2009; Pence 2011), including interstrand DNA crosslinks (Kumari 2008), protein-DNA crosslinks (Minko 2008), other bulky adducts (Shen 2002; Choi 2006a; Bauer 2007), thymine-thymine dimers (Ling 2001), and damage induced by reactive oxygen species (Rechkoblit 2006; Zang 2006; Hori 2010). *E. coli* Y family DNA polymerase IV (DinB)
is proficient in its ability to bypass minor groove $N^2$ adducts of guanosine, in particular DinB bypasses $N^2$-furfuryl-dG ~15 fold more efficiently than it bypasses templates containing the natural nucleotide dG (Jarosz 2006). Human pol κ, a DinB ortholog that shares 35% sequence identity with DinB comparing their polymerase domains, is proficient in bypassing bulky adducts such as benzo[a]pyrene at the $N^2$ position (Zhang 2000; Rechkoblit 2002; Suzuki 2002; Choi 2006a; Choi 2006b). Substitution of palm domain residue F171 with Ala in human pol κ led to more efficient bypass of $N^2$-benzo[a]pyrene-dG (Sassa 2011). *S. solfataricus* Dpo4, also considered a DinB ortholog and whose polymerase domain shares 33% sequence identity with DinB, has a similar preference to bypass modified dG as it incorporates dCTP opposite 8-oxo-dG approximately ten times more efficiently than opposite unmodified dG (Zang 2006).

Dpo4 has been shown to bypass $N^2$-dG adducts $1,N^2$-ethenodeoxyguanosine, as well as 7-(2-oxoheptyl)-ethenodeoxyguanosine (Christov 2010). Minor groove $N^2$-dG lesions may block DNA synthesis by replicative polymerases, but are bypassed readily by these Y family DNA polymerases.

Adducts at the $N^6$ position of dA, or the $O^6$ position of dG, as well as extended extracyclical systems on cytosine analogs are considered to lie on the major groove side of DNA (Figure 4.1). One cytosine analog with a bulky major groove modification, 1-3,diaza-2-oxophenothiazine (tC), has been shown previously to inhibit primer extension by DinB (Walsh 2011). On the other hand, Dpo4 has been shown to bypass $O^6$-methylguanine, incorporating dCTP a majority of the time, but also misincorporating A and T (20% and 10% respectively) (Eoff 2007b). Human pol κ has also been shown to bypass $O^6$-methylguanine efficiently (Haracska 2002). Human DNA pols κ, η, ι and yeast
pol ζ have been previously tested for their ability to accomplish TLS on both stereoisomers of the bulky benzo[a]pyrene at the $N^6$ position of dA, and only pol η was capable of fully extending DNA beyond the (+)-trans-benzo[a]pyrene steroisomer (Rechkoblit 2002).

![Diagram of base pairing and analogs](image)

Figure 4.1 (a) The canonical Watson-Crick base pairing of G:C and cytosine analogs pyrrolo-dC and dP (b) The canonical Watson-Crick base pairing of A:T and adenosine analogs $N^6$-furfuryl-dA and etheno-dA.
In this report we investigate the ability of DinB, Dpo4 and pol κ to carry out TLS on two major groove-modified pyrimidines, dP and pyrrolo-dC, as well as two major groove adducts of adenosine, 1,N\textsuperscript{6}-ethenodeoxyadenosine (εdA) and N\textsuperscript{6}-furfuryl-deoxyadenosine (fA) (Figure 4.1). The εdA adduct is a result of exposure to the carcinogen vinyl chloride (Bartsch 1994), as well as endogenous aldehyde derived from lipid peroxidation. Human pol κ has been shown to perform very weak TLS on templates containing εA (Levine 2001), which we also observe; however, DinB is inactive on this adduct while Dpo4 is able to bypass it. N\textsuperscript{6}-furfuryl-deoxyadenosine was chosen as the other major groove purine adduct in this study because N\textsuperscript{2}-furfuryl-dG is considered to be a cognate lesion of DinB; it is possible that the furfuryl adducts of dG and dA could arise through similar mechanisms (Scopes 1976; Barciszewski 1999; Barciszewski 2000; Rechkoblit 2002; Jarosz 2006; Barciszewski 2007).

4.2 Materials and Methods

DinB was purified as described previously by Beuning, et al. (Beuning 2006), and stored in single-use aliquots at -80°C. Purification of Dpo4 (Wu 2011) and pol κ (Irimia 2009) were carried out as described. The DNA template containing a single N\textsuperscript{6}-furfuryl-deoxyadenosine was prepared as described from O\textsuperscript{6}-phenyl-dl (Glen Research) (Larson 1992). Pyrrolo-dC, ethenodA, and dP phosphoramidites and pyrrolo-dCTP were from Glen Research. Etheno-dATP was from Chemgenes. DNA sequences used in primer extension assays are as follows: standing start primer, 31-mer 5’-GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCC-3’; MatchT primer, 32-mer,5’-GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCCT-3’; MatchT+1 primer, 33-mer,5’-GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCCTA-3’; MatchT+2 primer, 34-
mer, 5′-GCATATGATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCCTAG-3′; MatchT+3 primer, 35-mer, 5′-GCATATGAGTAGCTCGAGCCGGACGCCTAG-3′; MatchT+4 primer, 36-mer, 5′-GCATATGAATAGTACAGCTGCAGCCGGACGCCTAGG-3′; and template 61-mer, 5′-GGTTACTGCTGCTACAGCTGACCGACCTAGGT-3′; where N = A, C, N⁶-furfuryl-deoxyadenosine, or 1,N⁶-ethenodeoxyadenosine, pyrrolo-dC, or dP (Glen Research). DNA primer (standing start or MatchT) and the template containing the indicated adduct were combined to a final ratio of 1:1 (100 nM) and annealed in annealing buffer [20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5) and 5 mM Mg(OAc)₂] by heating for 2 min at 95 °C, incubating at 50 °C for 60 min, and then cooling to 37 °C. The reactions were carried out with 100 nM ³²P-end-labeled primer/template in a reaction buffer containing final concentrations of 30 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 20 mM NaCl, 7.5 mM MgSO₄, 2 mM β-mercaptoethanol, 1% bovine serum albumin, and 4% glycerol (Beuning 2006). Experiments were carried out with dNTP concentrations ranging from 1 μM-5000 μM, unless otherwise noted, and DinB concentration was 25 nM unless noted. Dpo4 and polymerase κ concentrations were 25 nM for damaged templates and 1 nM for unmodified templates due to their higher activity in general as compared to DinB. An aliquot for the zero point was removed before reactions were initiated by the addition of dNTP (Beuning 2006). The final reaction volumes were 30 μL. Time points were typically taken from 0.5 min to 30 min and reactions were quenched with 85% formamide, 50 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.025% xylene cyanol, and 0.025% bromophenol blue (Beuning 2006). To determine kinetic parameters, conditions were chosen such that less than 25% of the substrate was converted to product. Quenched reaction products were
analyzed on denaturing (8 M urea) 16% polyacrylamide gels, which were subsequently imaged on a Molecular Dynamics storage phosphor imaging screen with a Storm 860 imager. ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare) was used to analyze data. Kinetic parameters $V_{\text{max}}$ and $K_m$ were determined by assessing the percentage of primer extended at various time points in the experiment and were derived using GraphPad Prism® nonlinear regression analysis software (Segel 1993).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Cytosine analogs dP and pyrrolo-dC modestly inhibit DinB

In order to extend our observation that the bulky modified pyrimidine tC blocks replication by *E. coli* DinB, we assayed the activity of DinB as well as that of human pol $\kappa$ and Dpo4 in bypass of pyrrolo-dC and dP. Pyrrolo-dC and dP (Figure 4.1) were chosen because they are slightly smaller than tC with only one additional ring in the major groove and because they are commercially available.
Figure 4.2 Primer extension as well as fidelity of incorporation of Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human DNA polymerase κ and *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing pyrrolo-dC. P indicates the position of the primer. Fidelity is not shown for dP because it was designed to base pair with dG or dA.

In primer extension assays with Pyrrolo-dC and dP, DinB was more active than on DNA containing tC (Walsh 2011), although DinB and Dpo4 showed stalling 2-3 nucleotides after the site of the modification (Figure 4.2). Human pol κ was able to efficiently bypass both pyrrollo-dC and dP (Figure 4.2). No misinsertion was observed opposite the cytosine analogs (Figure 4.2) with the exception that both purines were added opposite dP (data not shown), which was not unexpected as dP was specifically designed to be a universal purine acceptor (Thoo 1992).
4.3.2 $N^6$-furfuryl-deoxyadenosine inhibits TLS

All three polymerases demonstrated weak bypass with templates containing fA with both running start (not shown) and standing start primers (Figure 4.3).

**Figure 4.3** (a) Primer extension of Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human polymerase κ and *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing $N^6$-furfuryl-dA. (b) Fidelity of incorporation of Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human polymerase κ and *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing $N^6$-furfuryl-dA. (c) Primer extension of Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human polymerase κ and *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing etheno-dA (d) Fidelity of incorporation of Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human polymerase κ and *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing etheno-dA.
Human pol κ and Dpo4 were modestly active, whereas DinB showed very weak activity. All three polymerases incorporate predominantly dT opposite $N^6$-furfuryl-dA, although slight misincorporation of dA and dC by pol κ and dA by Dpo4 is seen (Figure 4.3).

Steady-state kinetic parameters were determined, which show that there is less than a 10-fold difference among the three different DNA polymerases in efficiency of incorporation of dT opposite $N^6$-furfuryl-dA (Table 4.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dTTP : fA</th>
<th>$K_m$ (μM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (μM*min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$ (min⁻¹*μM⁻¹)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pol κ</td>
<td>12 ± 1.7</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.025 ± 0.002</td>
<td>8.6 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DinB</td>
<td>39 ± 14</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.00014</td>
<td>2.0 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpo4</td>
<td>710 ± 210</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.032</td>
<td>1.4 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DinB R35A</td>
<td>27 ± 12</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.029 ± 0.006</td>
<td>8.9 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dTTP : A</th>
<th>$K_m$ (μM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (μM*min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$ (min⁻¹*μM⁻¹)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pol κ</td>
<td>8.5 ± 6.9</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>0.047 ± 0.002</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DinB</td>
<td>310 ± 140</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.093</td>
<td>1.0 x 10⁻¹</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpo4</td>
<td>5.9 ± 2.5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.015 ± 0.003</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DinB R35A</td>
<td>304 ± 89</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>0.029 ± 0.006</td>
<td>9.7 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, DinB is far less efficient in incorporation of dT opposite undamaged template dA than are pol κ or Dpo4 (Table 4.1). Notably, DinB is also less efficient (25 fold) in bypass of $N^6$-furfuryl-dA than $N^2$-furfuryl-dG (Table 4.2) (Jarosz 2006).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DinB</th>
<th>$K_m$ (μM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$V_{max}$ (μM*min⁻¹)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_m$ (min⁻¹*μM⁻¹)</th>
<th>Fold Decrease</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>dCTP*G</td>
<td>49. ± 22</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.074</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dTTP*G</td>
<td>39 ± 14</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.019 ± 0.00014</td>
<td>2.0 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dCTP*A</td>
<td>310 ± 140</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.15 ± 0.093</td>
<td>1.0 x 10⁻¹</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dTTP*G</td>
<td>147 ± 57</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>0.046 ± 0.016</td>
<td>3.2 x 10⁻²</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Because of the poor primer extension on templates containing $N^\delta$-furfuryl-dA and the relatively modest decrease in catalytic efficiency of insertion opposite $N^\delta$-furfuryl-dA relative to undamaged dA, especially in the case of DinB, we suspected that the lack of primer extension could be due to a defect in extension from the new primer terminus after addition of the first nucleotide opposite $N^\delta$-furfuryl-dA. Therefore, we determined the activity of the DNA Pols with a primer that has dT properly base paired with $N^\delta$-furfuryl-dA at its terminus. When the adducts were correctly base paired with the primer MatchT, TLS by DinB is still hindered dramatically, while Dpo4 and pol κ are less disrupted (Figure 4.4).
Figure 4.4: Primer extension of Y family polymerases (a) *E. coli* DinB, (b) human polymerase κ, or (c) *S. solfataricus* Dpo4 on templates containing *N*<sup>6</sup>-furfuryl-dA and etheno-dA with primers that start from one nucleotide beyond the analog to four nucleotides beyond the analog, as illustrated at the top.
When the primer terminus is two or more nucleotides beyond the $N^6$-furfuryl-dA adduct there is only a slight difference in extension abilities between the three polymerases (Figure 4.4). DinB is still disrupted by fA when DinB begins synthesis at least one nucleotidde beyond the lesion, but initiating synthesis further beyond the lesion, with the MatchT+2 MatchT+3 primers, is more conducive to bypass and extension. Pol $\kappa$ and Dpo4 more efficiently added nucleotides and completed synthesis to the end of the template when the primer terminus was beyond the fA adduct. At MatchT+1, which is only one nucleotide beyond the adduct, pol $\kappa$ and Dpo4 efficiently synthesize DNA to the end of the template (Figure 4.4).

4.3.3 1,6-ethenodeoxyadenosine (εdA) strongly inhibits TLS

DinB, Pol $\kappa$, and Dpo4 are strongly or completely inhibited by the presence of εdA in the DNA template with both running (not shown) and standing start (Figure 4.3) primers. Pol $\kappa$ was only weakly active but was accurate, incorporating only dT (Figure 4.3). Dpo4 showed the most activity, albeit still quite weak, of the three pols, but incorporated dA opposite template εdA (Figure 4.3).

Extension from the damaged duplex DNA was then examined with primers that extend beyond the damaged site. Ethenoxyadenosine inhibits TLS by DinB even when the primer extends beyond the adduct. DinB showed no primer extension when MatchT+1, or MatchT+2 are annealed to a template containing εdA. With a DNA duplex of MatchT+3 and template containing εdA, DinB only completes primer extension very weakly. When assayed with the analogous DNA duplex with MatchT+4, DinB activity is restored sufficiently to extend the primer to the end of the template, although its activity is still weaker with εdA than with $N^6$-furfuryl-dA (Figure 4.4). The need for a primer that
is extended at least three nucleotides beyond εdA, which strongly inhibits DinB activity, is consistent with our previous observations with tC, which also strongly inhibits DinB (Walsh 2011).

This requirement for an extension of the primer several nucleotides beyond the damage that we observed with DinB is more moderate with its homologs Dpo4 and pol κ (Figure 4.4). With the MatchT+1 primer and εdA template, both pol κ and Dpo4 show slight disruption in primer extension, but both eventually extend to the end of the template. The disruption is slightly less with MatchT+2/εdA, while MatchT+3/εdA and MatchT+4/εdA are extended efficiently.

4.3.4 DinB R35A mutation allows bypass of N⁶-furfuryl-dA but not εdA

We attempted to identify residues of DinB that could play a role in modulating bypass of major groove adducts by examining a homology model of DinB. Fingers domain residue R35 is likely to be positioned to bind the template strand as it enters the active site, albeit not in the major groove. We hypothesized that the mutation R35A could remove specific contacts with the template and allow more flexibility at the template base to allow DinB to accommodate bulky major groove lesions. DinB R35A was able to bypass N⁶-furfuryl-dA more efficiently than wild-type DinB, but was not able to bypass εdA (Figure 4.5).
Figure 4.5 Primer extension and fidelity of incorporation of wild-type DinB (25 nM) and DinB R35A (12.5 nM) with templates containing (a) $N^6$-furfuryl-dA or (b) etheno-dA. (c) Position of residue R35 in DinB (Walsh 2012), shown in blue, compared to positions on Dpo4 (1JX4) (Ling 2001), shown in green and pol $\kappa$ (2OH2) (Lone 2007), shown in red complexed with the DNA from the DinB homology model (Walsh 2012). R35 lies in a loop region around the active site, and Dpo4 has a similar arginine residue at position 36. Polymerase $\kappa$ has a much smaller loop near this position, residues of which are highlighted from S132-M135. The inset shows a sequence alignment of the region of interest.
Both wild-type DinB and DinB R35A insert dTTP opposite $N^6$-furfuryl-dA as expected, with R35A being ~4.5 fold more efficient than wild-type DinB. There seems to be minor incorporation of A opposite $N^6$-furfuryl-dA by both wild-type DinB and DinB R35A as well, however this could be due to addition of dATP opposite the following nucleotide in the template, which is T, as DinB is known to form bulges in the template and insert a nucleotide opposite the next base in the sequence, generating deleterious -1 frameshifts (Foti 2010). Steady-state kinetics analysis provides an explanation for the improved activity of DinB R35A with $N^6$-furfuryl-dA, as wild-type DinB shows a ~5-fold decrease in catalytic efficiency relative to insertion of dTTP opposite dA, while DinB R35A shows nearly the same efficiency for insertion of dTTP opposite $N^6$-furfuryl-dA or dA (Table 4.1). Thus, the R35A mutation eliminates discrimination against $N^6$-furfuryl-dA relative to undamaged dA.

4.4 Discussion

DNA is constantly subject to damage from both internal and external sources. Y family DNA polymerases allow tolerance of DNA damage by replicating damaged DNA. The Y family polymerase DinB is specialized for bypass of minor groove adducted bases, such as at the $N^2$ position of G which is susceptible to damage from a variety of chemical compounds (Suzuki 2001; Shen 2002; Jarosz 2006; Seo 2006; Bauer 2007; Godoy 2007; Yuan 2008; Jarosz 2009; Pence 2011). Other Y-family DNA polymerases are capable of bypassing major groove adducts (Levine 2001; Rechkoblit 2002; Nair 2006; Eoff 2007a; Eoff 2007b; Jia 2008). We previously showed that the synthetic major groove modified base tC inhibits DinB, although DinB readily utilizes dtCTP as the incoming nucleotide (Walsh 2011). In this work, we used two synthetic nucleotide analogs, pyrrolo-dC and
dP, and two naturally-occurring modified bases, $N^6$-furfuryl-dA and etheno-dA, to probe discrimination of major groove modifications by the Y family polymerases *E. coli* DinB, human pol κ, and *Sulfolobus solfataricus* Dpo4. The furfuryl moiety is thought to form from the metabolism of ribose (Scopes 1976), as well as from treatment with nitrofurazone, a veterinary antibiotic and suspected carcinogen (Hiraku 2004). The damaged base εdA arises from both environmental sources such as vinyl chloride (Yang 2000) and endogenous sources such as the peroxidation of lipids (Chung 1996). Of the three polymerases studied, DinB showed the least proficiency in bypassing the major groove adducts. While base pair formation with the natural bases (dTTP with A vs. dCTP with G) occurred with similar catalytic efficiency by DinB, differing by only ~4 fold (Table 4.2), DinB incorporates the respective nucleotide triphosphate opposite fG or fA with a 25-fold preference for dCTP opposite fG relative to dTTP opposite fA. While DinB R35A had virtually identical activity to wild-type DinB in incorporation of dTTP opposite unmodified dA, the R35A variant was 4.5 fold more efficient at adding dTTP opposite fA (Table 4.1). Strikingly, DinB R35A has essentially the same catalytic efficiency on undamaged and damaged DNA containing $N^6$-furfuyl-dA (Table 4.1). Thus, this single amino acid change is sufficient to eliminate discrimination by DinB against the $N^6$-furfuyl-dA major groove modification. Upon generation of an alignment of the structures of Dpo4 (Ling 2001) and pol κ (Lone 2007) with the homology model of DinB (Walsh 2012) (Figure 4.5), it is apparent that Dpo4 R36 aligns well with DinB R35, yet wild-type Dpo4 was generally proficient in bypass of the major groove modified bases tested here. Moreover, pol κ has a very different loop structure in this region of the protein, which is much smaller than those of Dpo4 and DinB.
In general, human polymerase κ was the most efficient in bypass of the modified pyrimidines, and showed the highest catalytic efficiency for incorporation of dTTP opposite fA, although all three polymerases had catalytic efficiencies within 10 fold. Dpo4 was the most proficient in bypass of the two modified purines, even though it showed a large increase in $K_m$ when performing addition of dTTP opposite fA, but a corresponding $\sim$10-fold increase in $V_{\text{max}}$ compared to pol κ and DinB (Table 4.1). Both pol κ and Dpo4 are more efficient in insertion of dTTP opposite natural A compared to fA with pol κ being $\sim$64 fold more efficient and Dpo4 being $\sim$186 fold more efficient. However DinB is only five fold more efficient at insertion of dTTP opposite A compared to fA. Y family polymerases are specialized for copying damaged DNA and, in particular, DinB and pol κ are more efficient in replication of $N^2$-furfuryl-dG than unmodified dG. However, this work is evidence that the ability of Y-family polymerases to copy damaged DNA is specific to particular adducts, as certain major groove adducts strongly inhibit their activity.

These observations support the findings of Rechkoblit, et al. (Rechkoblit 2002), who found that human pol η was able to bypass the major groove adduct $N^6$-benzo[a]pyrene-dA, whereas pol κ could not carry out TLS when encountering this adduct (Rechkoblit 2002). Eukaryotic DNA polymerase ι is known to rotate the εdA to the $\text{syn}$ conformation to present a Hoogsteen face for hydrogen bonding, and can incorporate either dTTP (major product) or dCTP (minor product) (Nair 2006). Polymerase ι can also complete primer extension beyond both correct and incorrect primer termini with εdA base paired with a T or a C, respectively (Nair 2006). TLS in eukaryotes involves a division of labor, with one polymerase inserting a nucleotide
opposite the lesion and a second Y-family polymerase extending the newly-generated primer terminus (Haracska 2002; Prakash 2002). In addition, different Y-family polymerases appear to be specialized for bypass of distinct sets of lesions.
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Chapter 5: Future Considerations

This research has been focused on elucidating how *E. coli* Y-family DNA polymerase IV (DinB) functions. Y-family DNA polymerases are specialized DNA polymerases (Ohmori 2001) that are able to copy damaged DNA in a process known as translesion synthesis (TLS). DinB is especially proficient in bypassing adducts at the $N^2$ position of guanosine (Jarosz 2006), which lies on the minor groove side of DNA. Here we have shown that the DinB subfamily is inefficient at dealing with major groove adducts at the $N^6$ position on adenine, as well as certain cytosine analogs that contain extrahelical systems lying in the major groove (Walsh 2011). Y family DNA polymerases also exhibit relatively low fidelity when copying undamaged DNA. These DNA polymerases have roles in the prevention of cancer due to their ability to accurately copy DNA damage, as well as in generating antibiotic resistance because of their ability to generate point mutations when replicating undamaged DNA. I have made progress in many areas regarding this important family of proteins. One of my major findings is that DinB is unable to copy DNA containing bulky adducts that lie on the major groove side of DNA (Walsh 2011). This shifts the previously held paradigm of the Y family polymerases as promiscuous enzymes. My findings also reinforce the very specific nature of the DinB subfamily, as they not only prefer to bypass bulky minor groove adducts (Jarosz 2006), they are strongly blocked by bulky major groove adducts (Walsh 2011).

It would be of interest to expand the finding that DinB discriminates against bulky major groove adducts. A growing library of commercially-available DNA adducts that represent the products of environmental toxins or that are novel synthetic nucleotides will allow future researchers to probe discrimination against DNA damage by various DNA
polymerases. It could be investigated how efficiently different adducts are bypassed by both replicative polymerases as well as Y-family polymerases from a number of organisms that have not yet been thoroughly examined. This project could then be expanded by using site-directed mutagenesis to determine protein regions that are important for activity and specificity. Surprisingly, major groove adducts seem to lie in a solvent-exposed pocket in the DinB active site, even though bulky major groove adducts are blocks to replication by DinB. The work has shown that DinB displays a duality in its ability to utilize some synthetic nucleotides, showing varying activity depending on whether the adduct is located on the template strand or if it is the incoming nucleotide triphosphate being added to the growing primer strand (Walsh 2011). Investigation into the importance of the little finger could also be explored.

Chapter 2 describes work to experimentally characterize the roles that distal amino acid residues play in enzyme efficacy. Originally the theoretical work involved calculations to determine the rank of importance of amino acid residues on enzymes with small molecule substrates (including Ketosteroid isomerase and Phosphoglucose isomerase), work which then experimentally demonstrated the importance of distal residues to activity in the case of PGI but not KSI, as predicted (Somarowthu 2011a). A key question about the computational methods is whether they could be applied to a DNA polymerase, which has a much larger substrate (DNA) with which the DNA polymerase makes many contacts. We demonstrated that the amino acid residues that are highly ranked in the computational predictions of activity, which are distant from the active site, impact the activity of DinB (Walsh 2012). The next step in this project would be to examine the function of the remote residue mutations on DNA polymerase function in
**vivo.** This is particularly important because it was determined that remote residue mutations in DinB specifically affect the extension step, rather than the insertion step (Figure 5.1), of TLS, which has been shown to be as important if not more important than insertion (Jarosz 2009). Biological function could be characterized by assaying the survival of cells harboring the DinB variants in the presence of nitrofurazone, which is thought to generate the $N^2$-furfuryl adduct of deoxyguanosine. The results of the *in vivo* studies of the effect of distal residue mutations would then be compared to the biochemical data in order to determine the importance of the extension step of TLS to cellular survival in the face of DNA damage. Another direction of this project is to perform the POOL and THEMATICS calculations on other DNA polymerases, either those involved in TLS or normal replication, to determine how those remote residues impact activity.

![Diagram of the two phases of translesion synthesis (TLS): insertion opposite the lesion, and extension beyond it. The extension step may be as important as insertion in TLS (Jarosz 2009); distal residues of DinB have an impact on extension (Walsh 2012).](image)

Finally, protein-protein interactions are important for regulation of DinB and other Y family polymerases. The UmuD$_2$ protein regulates mutagenesis and has been shown to interact with DinB to prevent deleterious -1 frameshift activity of DinB (Godoy 2007). The nature and mechanism of this interaction has not been established. By
carrying out primer extension assays with DinB and a variety of UmuD2 constructs including a monomeric version (Ollivierre 2011) and a noncleaveable version (Nohmi 1988; Battista 1990) that are in hand, the interaction between DinB and UmuD2 can be probed at the molecular level. Different UmuD2 and DinB fragments could be purified to isolate the sites of interaction using fluorescence quenching assays. UmuD2 naturally contains one cysteine per monomer and lacks tryptophan, making it amenable to a variety of fluorescence-based assays. These experiments will allow a determination of the roles of protein interactions in DinB activity.
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